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ABSTRACT
Chi sqffre speri (1637, 1639) was twice produced by the Barberini family as part
of the festivities surrounding the yearly Roman Carnival. The opera's music resulted
from a collaboration between two composers, Virgilio Mazzocchi and Marco Marazzoli
The librettist for the opera was Giulio Rospigliosi, and Gianlorenzo Bernini designed sets
for the 1639 Act II intermedia. La Fiera di Far/a. The extensive influence of the
Commedia dell'arle, most evident in the use of masked characters, distinguishes Chi
.sqffre speri from its operatic predecessors The Commedia borrowings affected the
musical and textual style of Chi sqffre speri, resulting in a merging of the dramatic
traditions of opera and the Commedia dell'arte The popularity of the Commedia
dell'arte in Rome and the city's unique cultivation of a dramatic sub-genre known as the
Commedia ridicolosa may help explain why this fusion of opera and the Commedia
dell arte occurred there in the late 1630s

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Chi soffre speri ("Who suffers, may hope") was presented by members of the
papal family, the Barberinis, for the annual Roman Carnival in 1637 and 1639. In this
regard, the opera belongs to the tradition of seventeenth-century Italian courtly opera that
began in Florence around 1600. The princely operas performed at the Medici court
provided the example for the first operas presented in other Italian musical centers,
including Mantua, Venice, and Rome. The Florentine model, itself stemming from the
dramatic traditions of the Renaissance, formed the basis for Roman opera through the
1620s, the decade immediately preceding the Barberini years of operatic patronage.
Early Italian operas drew upon the occasional entertainments of the Renaissance,
namely the intermedia, the pastorale, and the mascherata. Iiitermedi were spectacular
presentations that celebrated marriages and other special events. Typically, a secular
spoken play was staged, with music and dance placed in the prologue and at the end of
the acts to provide diversionary entertainment

The Florentine court sponsored two of

the most sumptuous intermedi of the sixteenth century, the 1539 celebrations for the
wedding of Cosimo I and Eleonora of Toledo, and the even more elaborate set of six
mtcrmedi occasioned by the marriage of Grand Duke Ferdinand de' Medici and Christine
of Lorraine in 1589 ' A related work, the pastorale, was intended for either staged or

• Donald Jay Grout, A Short History of Opera, 3rd ed (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1988), 3 1 For an extensive discussion of the festivities at the Florentine court, see
A M Nagler, Theatre I-'estivals of the Media, 7539-/63 ", trans George Hickenlooper
(New Haven Yale University Press, 1964) and Orville K Larson, "Spectacle in the
Florentine Interniezzi," Drama Survey 2 (1963) 344-52
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unstaged presentation

Pastorales were often performed in-between the acts of

intermedin as was the case for the 1539 nuptial celebrations Their bucolic settings were
particularly well suited for the addition of songs, choruses, and dances. Dancing was also
a vital component of the mascherata, a festivity that combined ballroom dancing with
dramatic scenes,'
Though the dramatic and musical roots of opera lay in the courtly entertainments
of the Renaissance, the Florentine Camerata movement provided the necessary
intellectual and artistic stimulus for the full emergence of the new genre. The Camerata
included three principal groups, one of which v/as lead by Giovanni dei Bardi, a second
by Jacopo Corsi, and the third by the Roman Emiiio de' Cavalieri. These groups
provided a venue for both philosophical speculation and artistic creativity The Camerata
musicians experimented with the solo madrigal to create the stile rappresentativo, a
declamatory style of solo recitative (accompanied by basso continuo) that attempted to
recreate the accents and affects of heightened speech The music in both early opera and
monody (accompanied solo songs) consisted largely of affective solo writing in the stile
rapprese/itativo In opera, the new melodic style was first employed for Dafne (Florence,
1:'94'\ 1598) and /. 'Eunihce (Florence, 1600), both of which were composed, in part, by
Jacopo Peri The Florentine recitative also influenced the musical style of other northern
Italian cities

In Mantua, for example, Monteverdi's L 'Orfco (1607) combined the stile

rappresentattvo with madrigalian choruses, popular songs, and airs

" Nagler, i 16
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The Florentine style also provided the impetus for the first Roman operatic-type
productions. In 1600, after over a decade of service at the Medici court, Cavalieri left
Florence to return to Rome. ' In February 1600 his Rappresentationc di Amma, et di
Corpo (possibly the earliest complete extant musico-dramatic work) was first performed
in the Oratorio di S Maria in Vallicella in Rome.'' Cavalieri's Rappresentatione combined
moralizing allegory, pastoral imagery, and dance with the new monodic style. Along with
oratories, the numerous Jesuit Colleges in Rome also provided venues for early quasidramatic works, among them Agostino Agazzari's Eumelio (1606) and Davidmusicus
(1613) of AJessandro Donati.' Some early Roman operas were also based on secular,
Classical topics, as was the case in Stefano Landi's La morte d'Orfeo (Rome'^ 1619) and
Filippo Vitali's L 'Arctusa (1620)
The pontificate of Urban VIII (1623-44) marked a new interest in the stage, one
promoted by Cardinal Maurizio of Savoy, numerous literati, the Jesuit Colleges, and the

" Silke Leopold, "Rome: Sacred and Secular," in The Early Barocjiic Era: From the Late
16ih Century to the }66(}s. Music and Society, ed Curtis Price (Englewood Cliffs
Prentice Hall, 1994), 55
' H Wiley Hitchcock, "Cavalieri, Emilio de'," New Grove Dictionary of Opera, ed
Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1992), 1:780 It has also been suggested that the
Rappresentatione was performed in the oratory of the Chiesa Nova (Leopold, 55 and
Nino Pirrotta and Elena Povoledo, Music and Theatre from Fohziano to Monteverdi,
trans Karen Eales [Cambridge Cambridge University Press, 1982], 239)
' For a discussion of music in the Jesuit Colleges, see Thomas Culley, A Study of the
Musicians C \)nnected with the iiernian College in Rome during the Seventeenth ('entiiry
and of Their Activities in Northern Europe (St Louis Jesuit Historical Institute, St
Louis University. 1970)
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papal nephews, Don Taddeo Barberini and Cardinals Francesco and Antonio Barberini.''
Under Urban VIII, Rome became a leading operatic center. Florentine opera provided
the model for the Roman operas produced during the early years of Urban VIII's reign.
Like their Florentine predecessors, Roman operas often drew their plots fi-om Classical
sources, as was the case in Cardinal Maurizio's

trionfante dell'Indie (1624) and

Domenico Mazzocchi's La catena d'Adone (1626).^ In 1626 Cardinal Francesco visited
the Medici court, where he heard two sacred dramas, Sant 'Orsola and La Giuditta. Two
years later, both Francesco and Antonio visited Florence to partake in the celebrations
honoring the wedding of the Duke of Parma and Margherita de' Medici. The event was
commemorated in both Parma and Florence. In Florence, the musical entertainments
culminated in the production of the opera La flora by Andrea Salvador!. La Flora was
set to music by Marco da Gagliano and Jacopo Peri, and its sets were designed by
Alfonso Parigi

These performances at the Medici court gave the Barberinis a model of

spectacle to both emulate and surpass
In the 1630s the Barberini family commissioned a number of Roman operas
Their productions featured the best castrati of the day, including Marc'Antonio Pasqualini

" Margaret Muraia, "Rome," New Grove Dictionary of Opera, 4:23
Frederick Hammond, Music ami Spectacle in Barocpie Rome: Barberini Patrona^^e
under Urban I'lll (New Haven Yale University Press, 1994), 184
' Hammond, Spectacle, 184

and Loreto Vittori, a Florentine singer.'^ Cardinals Francesco and Antonio sponsored the
majority of the Barberini operas dating from these years, though Don Taddeo maintained
a sizable artistic entourage that included Michelangelo Rossi, a castrato, a dancing
master, and several boys who participated in the family's operas.Besides the
performances occasioned by the visits of diplomats and dignitaries, the Barberinis
regularly presented entertainments for the Roman Carnival. Typically, these included
both a sacred and a secular opera, a Quarantore (Forty Hours' devotion), spoken
dialogues, and masquerades presented by Don Taddeo's boys. Performances were given
at one of the several Barberini palaces, most frequently at the Palazzo Barberini (alle
Quattro Fontane) and the Palazzo della Cancelleria, where Cardinal Francesco resided
from 1632 onward "
Though there is evidence suggesting that the Barberini family may have promoted
dramatic performances as early as 1628 and 1629, the first extant Barberini operatic
production is Stefano Landi's SaDt 'Alessio, the work that inaugurated the theater at the
Palazzo Barberini in 1632 (first perf 1631, rev 1634).'' This opera is notable for its

" Contemporar\' accounts report that when Vittori sang in Urban's choir, the Cappella
Sistina, his listeners were occasionally obliged to throw open their garments to prevent
themselves from fainting (Lacy Collison-Morley, Italy after the Renaissance: Decadence
and Display in the Seventeenth Century [New York: Russell and Russell, 1972], 88)
' Hammond. Spectacle, 83
'' Ibid , 13
'• In August 1628 Cardinal Francesco presented a dramma niiisicale by Ottavio
Tronsarelli (poss set to music by Kapsberger) in the Sforza palace at the Quattro
Fontane In June of 1629 Diana schenuta, an opera by Giacinto Cornacchioli, was

inclusion of two comic servants drawn from the Connnedia dell'arte tradition, a type of
borrowing that figured prominently in some subsequent Barberini operas. The decade
1632-42 saw the yearly production of operas for the Carnival season, among them
Erminia siil Giordano (1633), Santa Teodora (1635), San Bonifatio (1638, rev. 1639),
La Genoinda overo I 'innocenza difesa (1641), //palazzo incantato (1642), and Dal male
il bene (1654), the opera that reopened the Barberini theater following the family's exile
(1644-53). !n general, these operas built upon the pastoral model, adding to it an
increase in spectacular scenery, more choruses and dances, and more elaborate special
effects and stage machinery. In addition, some plots drew from epic literature or the lives
of saints, the latter of which may reflect the influence of both the Jesuit Colleges and the
papacy The saintly plots and moralizing allegories that typified Roman opera presented a
stark contrast to the licentiousness and revelry associated with the Carnival season
Chi soffre speri was produced for the Roman Carnivals of 1637 and 1639. The
opera was first performed on 12 February 1637 and was presented at least five more
times, its revised version debuted on 27 February 1639 and was repeated four times ' '

performed at the residence of Baron von Hohen Rechberg This opera is linked to the
Barberini family by both the dedication to Don Taddeo Barberini of the printed score, and
by the libretto's frequent references to bees, one of the three emblems of the Barberini
coat of arms (Ibid , 200-2), Evidence that Sant 'Alessio was first performed in 163 1 is
provided by an Avviso (a manuscript news report intended for circulation), although
Barberini documents do not allude to a performance in that year (Margaret Murata,
Operas for the Papal Court, J63I-J66S [Ann Arbor UMl Research Press, 1981], 1923, 221-48).
'' Margaret Murata, "Chi soffre speri," New Grove Dictionary of Opera, 1 847, Gloria
Rose, "Mazzocchi, Virgilio," New (jrove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed Stanle\'
Sadie (London Macmillan, 1980), 11 870, and Hammond, Spectacle, 235 The opera

The opera resulted from the efforts of four principal artists. The opera's librettist, Guilio
Rospigliosi (1600-69), wrote the libretti for all of the Barberini operatic productions
Rospigliosi, a native of Tuscany, came to Rome in 1624. He immediately secured himself
a position in Cardinal Francesco's literary circles and soon became the Barberini's
favorite librettist. Rospigliosi also held several diplomatic and religious posts that
prepared him for his short tenure as Pope Clement IX (1667-69). The composers of Chi
sqffre spen, Virglio Mazzocchi (1597-1646) and Marco Marazzoli (1602/08-62), both of
whom were established musicians, were employed by Cardinals Francesco and Antonio,
respectively Mazzocchi was also maestro cli cappella at the Collegio Romano, one of
the most famous Jesuit Colleges in Europe. Finally, the 1639 productions of Clu soffre
spen were enhanced by the set designs of Gianlorenzo Bernini (1598-1680), widely
recognized as one of the greatest sculptors and architects of the Italian Baroque
Both the musical and textual content of Clu soffre spen distinguish the opera
from predecessors such as Landi's Sunt 'Alessio A discussion of early Roman opera
usually brings to mind choruses, cloud machines, flying gods, and other spectacular
effects These features are lacking in Chi soffre spen, though choruses and stage
machiner}' are used in the iniermedi, most notably in the 1639 Act II uuermedio. La
I 'lera Ji l-'arfa The open itself mainly consists of recitative-like dialogues with basso
continuo accompaniment, enlivened by a handful of popular songs, some more weighty
arias and duets, and a single lament The recitative observes a more natural, speech-like

was revived by students at the Collegio Ghislieri in 1669, during the papacy of Clement
IX (Rospigliosi) (Murata, Operas, 258)
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declamation than the earlier Florentine stile rappre.sentativo, and it is used by both comic
and serious characters. The recitative—which often takes the form of a dialoguegenerally is more interesting textually than musically. Musical and emotional weight
tends to be given to the serious characters and particularly Lucinda, who has an
expressive aria or solo scene in each of the opera's three acts.
Much of the scholarly interest in Chi soffre speri derives from the opera's
prominent use of masked comic characters borrowed directly from the plays of the
CommcJia dell'arte. With the exception of the lovers, the characters in Commedia plays
appeared in "masks" (specific make-up and costumes), and for this reason, their art was
known as the "Comedy of Masks." In the 1637 version of Chi soffre spen, Rospigliosi
adopted two Commedia dell'arte masks, for the opera's 1639 revival, he added two
more.' ' In the later version of Chi soffre speri, comic characters are present in twenty of
the opera's thirty-five scenes, attesting to an unusually high degree of Commedia
influence
The extensive borrowing from the Commedia dell'arte differentiates Chi soffre
spen from both its predecessors and contemporaneous operas presented in other Italian
musical centers

In Venice Francesco Manelli's and Benedetto Ferrari's Andromeda

(1637) opened San Cassiano, the first public opera house

This opera drew from

Classical mythology and employed elaborate stage machinery', cloud machines, a golden

'' The unmasked page, Moschino, is a minor character who functions in only two scenes
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chariot drawn by peacocks, and the opening of the sky upon the winged horse Pegasus "
The absence of these operatic features distinguishes Chi sqffre spert from operas
presented in northern Italy in the late 1630s.
Because of the important role played by comedy in Chi soffre spcri (whose
libretto represents an amalgam of a serious plot derived from Book 9 of Boccaccio's
Decameron and newly composed comic material), much of the general literature on
Italian opera labels it the first comic opera,"' Specialists in the field of Roman opera,
however, have questioned this characterization, Nino Pirrotta has described Chi soffre
speri as a transference of the mask tradition of the Commedia Jell 'arte into opera.''
Margaret Murata has asserted that "Cht soffre speri is no more a comic opera than
Turandot of Adami and Simoni, and it is much less a comedy than Hofmannsthal's
Ariadne auf M/xav."'*' Furthermore, in the most extended critique of Barberini patronage

'"Murata, Operas, 34
Claude V. Palisca, Baroque Music, 3rd ed (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1991),
128-29 See also Rose, "Mazzocchi, Virgilio," New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians, 11 870 and Eleanor Caluori, "Marazzoli, Marco," New Grove Dictionary of
MUSIC and Musicians, 11 642 Rose refers to Chi soffre speri as a "comic opera,"
whereas Caluori calls it the "first comic opera "
' Nino Pirrotta, ^'Commedia deU'arle and Opera," in Music and Culture in Italy from the
Middle A^es to the Baroque: A Collection of Essays, Studies in the History of Music 1
(Cambridge Harvard University Press, 1984), 355 For an extensive discussion of the
relationship between early opera and the Commedia dell'arte, see 343-60, a revision of
Pirrotta's earlier anicle (Pirrotta, \)mmedia dell'arte and Opera," Musical Quarterly
4! (1955) 305-24)
Murata, Operas, 34 More recently, Murata has modified her assessment, asserting that
"the lack of chorus perhaps more than the inclusion of comedians, places the libretto in
the comic genre" (Murata, "Chi sofire speri," New Grove Dictionaiy of Opera, 1 848)

ly

to date, Frederick Hammond recently characterized Chi soffrc speri as a '"sentimental
tragicomedy
Although this scholarship has substantially enhanced our understanding of the
genre of Chi soffrc speri, a number of issues pertaining to the creation and revision of the
opera remain to be fully addressed, the most important of which is, why did opera of this
type appear when and where it did"^ The following pages examine both this question and
other unresolved issues concerning the composition and historical significance of Chi
soffrc spcri. The opera as a whole is described in Chapter 2, "Content and Structure," in
which both musical and textual examples are used to illustrate the relationship between
Chi soffrc spcri and the plays of the Commedui dcli'arlc. One of the best-known
portions of the opera is the 1639 Act II intermedia. La Fiera di Farfa, which is believed
to have been composed solely by Marazzoli.'" Although a great deal has been written
about this intermcdio, which replaced the 1637 depiction of a May Competition, the
factors leading up to its composition have yet to be completely elucidated Chapter 3
adduces several factors that may have influenced the composition of the 1539 ituermedio
The attribution problems inherent in a work written by two composers are outlined in
Chapter 4, "Musical Collaboration," a chapter that also proposes a possible division of
labor The final chapter analyzes Roman dramatic traditions of the early decades of the

Hammond, Speciudc, 226
BAY, AB, CFB, gius 3315, fols 89, 92, Hammond, Spcciaclc, 238, 335 n 107
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seventeenth century in an effort to explain why opera of this type appeared in Rome in the
late 1630s
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CHAPTER 2 CHI SOFFIUL SPERl CONTENT AND STRUCTURE
A

Plot Synopsis-'
The allegory of the opera is established in the prologue, wherein the goddesses of

Virtue, Sensuality, and Idleness decide on the story to be presented. Their forces vWll be
contested in the opera. Virtue ends the prologue by saying that she will intervene to
demonstrate that without virtue, love is vain.
The main plot of Chi sqffre speri is drawn directly from Book 9 of Boccaccio's
Decameron. The opera is set in Tuscany (Saturnia) in the fourteenth century Egisto, the
impoverished hero in both Boccaccio's tale and Chi sqffre speri, pursues his beloved
Alvida, a wealthy widow whose son is dying Her son's only wish is to have Egisto's last
worthy possession, his prized falcon

Despite her past dismissal of Egisto, Alvida sends

word that she and her household will dine with him

Egisto receives his guests warmly,

but soon realizes that he has nothing to offer them* for dinner As a last resort, he orders
his falcon to be sacrificed for the feast

After dining, Alvida reveals the true intent of her

visit—to retrieve the falcon for her son Upon learning of her request, Egisto is
overwhelmed with grief Alvida is charmed by Egisto's love for her In the body of the
dead falcon, a heliotrope is found that cures Alvida's son Egisto and Alvida plan to
marr\' and all ends happily
There are a number of departures from Boccaccio's tale The most significant is
the addition of two male servants for Egisto, Zanni and Coviello, who provide comic
relief in the form of songs, dances, extended dialogues, and tricks

Their two sons--

Frittellino and Colillo, respectively—were added to the 1639 version of the opera The
" This plot synopsis is modeled on Margaret Murata, Operas for the I'apa! Court. 1631I 0 6 S (Ann Arbor UMI Research Press, 198 1), 258-59 Scene numbering for both the
plot svnopsis and Table I (pg 23) adhere to the 1639 version of the opera, as the music
for the original presentation of the opera is lost
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main plot is further complicated, moreover, by the addition of subplots centering on
Alvida's servant, Lucinda She loves Egisto and disguises herself as a man, Armindo, in
an attempt to thwart Egisto's plans of wooing Alvida (17-8) Armindo, in turn, is
pursued by the shepherdess Eurilla The inclusion of the bucolic characters of Ergastro,
Eurilla, and Dorillo exemplifies the use of pastoral elements in Chi soffre speri.
Throughout the course of the opera's three acts, Boccaccio's tale is greatly
enlivened by the comic and pastoral characters and the Lucinda subplot The first act
introduces the main characters The action soon gives way, however, to comic relief as
Zanni and Coviello discuss ways to alleviate their hunger (1:9) They introduce the first
inicrmedio, which features singing and dancing In the 1639 version of Chi soffre spun,
a spectacular thunderstorm ends the iniermeUio Act II opens with Alvida confiding her
mistrust of Egisto to her servant Rosilda (11 1) Eurilla refuses her shepherd-suitor
Dorillo (112) Zanni and Coviello entertain Dorillo as they try to steal his cheese (II 3-4)
Act II 5, which was added for the 1639 version of ('/?/ soffre spen, features Zanni,
Coviello, and their sons
for the feast (1113)

Alvida informs Egisto of her visit, and Egisto's ser\'ants prepare

In the 1639 version of Chi soffre spen. they visit the market in Farfa

(liuermedio to Act II, La I-iera di L'arfa) The fair replaces the May festival iiiieiineJto
of 1637

Act III opens with Egisto's page, Moschino, chattering to Dorillo about the

upcoming feast

Armindo (Lucinda in disguise) laments Egisto's rejection (III 3), and in

the 1639 version of the opera, some nymphs tn,' to boost her spirits (ill 4) Alvida joins
Egisto for the feast
request

After consuming the falcon, Egisto weeps upon learning of Alvida's

A fast-paced series of events end the opera in the tower's ruins, the shepherd

Ergasto finds a cache of rare jewels (III 10), Fileno arrives to report that Armindo has
killed himself lea\ing behind a lo\e letter for Egisto (III II). Egisto discovers that
.Armindo must ha\e been his long-lost sister, and Silvia and Titiro arrive to report that
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Lucinda has not in fact died, and that the elixir has cured Alvida's son (III: 12-13). Egisto
gains both AJvida for a wife and Lucinda for a sister. All celebrate as the opera closes
with an elaborate intermedia titled Fiori "

B. Musical and Dramatic Content

TABLE 1
Musical Organization of Chi soffre speri

PROLOGUE
Sinfonia
Chorus of Four Nymphs, "AJ mormorio di vago rio."
Chorus of Four Nymphs, "Ecco I'aria serena "
Chorus of Four Nymphs, "S'a fronte e di Virtu "

ACT 1
Scene 1

Silvano and Egisto

Scene 2 Egisto, Silvano, Zanni, Coviello, and Moschino
Scene 3

Egisto, Zanni, and Coviello

-- Expense records for the 1639 production list five thousand flowers for this wtenncdio,
BA\', AB, CFB, gius fol 65 (Lorenzo Bianconi and Thomas Walker, "Production,
Consumption and Political Function of Seventeenth-Century Opera," Early Music
/-ton-4 [1984] 218 n 28)
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Table 1—Conluiued
Scene 4 Eurilla
Scene 5. Eurilla and Silvia
Scene 6. Colillo and Frittellino, "Puo servir per Intermedio." (Alternative Intermedio)
Duet, "Per bivere a sto munno."
Scene 7. Lucinda (Armindo), "Si vil tetto alle fiamme."
Scene 8. Armindo and Egisto
Scene 9. Zanni and Coviello
Intermedio
Sinfonia

ACT II
Scene 1 AJvida and Rosilda
Duet, "Ombra lieve lampo breve."
Scene 2 Eurilla and Dorilio
Duet, "Non e prato die non s'infiori "
Eurilla, "Spezzate alme costanti "
Scene 3 Zanni and Coviello
Scene 4 Dorilio, Zanni, and Coviello
Zanni (Bcrgamasca), "Franzeschina me garbada "
Coviello, "Alia guerra "
Scene 5 Colillo, Frittellino, Zanni, and Coviello
Scene 6 Armindo, "O mio martire acerbo "
Scene 7 Armindo and Silvia
Silvia, "Se pensate alme costanti "
Scene 8 Egisto, "Rondinella die d'intorno "
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Table 1—Continued
Scene 9 Egisto, Coviello, Zannii, and Moschino
Scene 10. The same, plus Armindo
Scene 11. Egisto, Coviello, Zanni, and Moschino
Scene 12. The same, plus Alvida, Rosilda, and Armindo
Scene 13. Coviello aqd Zanni
Intermedio, La Fiera 4i Far/a (1639)
Sinfonia

ACT III
Scene 1. Dorillo and Moschino
Dorillo, "Se non c'q tempo "
Scene 2. Fileno, "La belta che porta a! core "
Scene 3 Armindo
Scene 4 Dafne, Lidia, and Nereal
Trio, "Gia del prato i bei tesorii"
Scene 5 Eurilia and Silvia
Duel, "Chi vuol trarre i di contenti "
Scene 6 Moschino
Scene 7 Alvida, Egisto, and Rosilda
Scene 8 The same, plys Zanni
Scene 9 The same, plus Clori
Scene 10

The same, plus Ergasto

Scene 11

The same, plus Fileno
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Table 1—Conli fined
Scene 12. The same, plus Silvia
Scene 13. The same, plus Titiro
Intermedio

The dramatic structure of Chi sqffre speri follows the format of the secular plays
of the Comniedia dell 'arte. The opera abandons the Classical five-act organization, still
found in Sant 'Alessio, in favor of a three-act outline that corresponds to the structure of
the scenari (plots) of Conwiedia plays The change in construction results in a reduction
of the required number of intermedi from four to two or three.' ' In addition,
designations such as Favnia and Pastorale, which were applied to Chi soffre speri's
predecessors, begin to be replaced by Comniedia in miisica or simply Commedia^^
Though the 1639 argomento calls Chi soffre spen a Commedia in miisica, one extant
document refers to the opera as a PastoraleThe term Commedia could designate
either a play in general, or specifically, a comedy

In reference to both Chi soffre spen

The Act III "intermedio of the Flowers" is included in the 1639 score, but not in the
1667 print of the libretto (Vat lat 13340)
- ' Nino Pirrotta and Elena Povoledo, Music and Theatre from Poliziano to Monteverdi.
trans Karen Eales (New York Cambridge University Press, 1982), 274 and n 115.
BA\', AB, CFB, gius 3315, f 22r 'per seruitio della Pastorale
al Palazzo alle 4
fontane', Frederick Hammond, "Girolamo Frescobaldi and a Decade of Music in Casa
Barberini 1634-1643," Analecta niiisivologicii 19 (1979) 1! 9 n 77
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and the Commedia del!'arte, it may be suggested that the broader connotation of the
word (play) is the more suitable meaning.
During the seventeenth century, the plays of the Commedia dell 'arte were often
criticized for their obscene content and often frivolous nature. In defenses and treatises
written by Commedia performers, however, there is evidence that the plays were usually
intended to educate audiences. The discourses justify the art by claiming that it fulfilled
the two flmctions of theater, to entertain and to morally edify The aim of moral
enlightenment is retained in Chi soffre speri Indeed, the argomento for the 1637 version
of Chi soffre speri states that the main objective of the opera "must be instniction
together with delight ."''' The opera draws on themes of virtue, love, and temptation
These forces of good and evil are compared in the following chorus from the prologue,
"S'a fronte e di Virtu:"'^
Text:
S'a fronte e di Virtu la dolce volutta
Chi vincera'^
Chi potente sia piu
BAV, Stamp Barb JJJ VI 16, item 9 (Rome: Reverenda Camera Apostolica, 1637),
Frederick Hammond, Music and Spectacle /// Baroque Rome: Barheriiu Patronage
under Urban \ 'I11 (New Haven Yale University Press), 226, 333 n 71
- Examples are taken from the facsimile edition of the 1639 score {J-Kvat Barb lat
4386) Very little punctuation is found in this manuscript For clarity, punctuation
markings have been added to both the Italian texts and the translations The facsimile of
the score may be consulted in Virgilio Mazzocchi and Marco Marazzoli, L 'ligisto overo
chi soffre speri, ed Howard Mayer Brown, Italian Opera, 16-10-1770, ser 2, vol 61
(New \'ork Garland, 1982) Facsimiles of a 1639 argomento and a 1667 manuscript
libretto (Vat lat 13340) are found in vol \A
Italian Opera Librettos: 16-40-1770,
Howard Mayer Brown (New York Garland, 1983)
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II mondo hoggi vedra
Tal mai lite non fii
Come questa hor sara
S'a fronte e di virtu la dolce volutta
Chi vincera'^
Translation:
Between Virtue and sensual pleasures,
Who will win''
He who is more powerful.
Today the world will see
There has never been
A quarrel like this one that will now be
Between Virtue and sensual pleasures.
Who will win''
Virtue's response to the question ("Who will win''") confirms the victory of goodness
over evil, and includes the titular phrase of the opera
Text:
Perfida Volutta de con quanti modi
Per adescare ogn' alma
Fabrichi menzognera insidie e frodi
Mi cederai pur hoggi a me la palma''
Ordiro si di questa vela i nodi
Che sia palese, e piano
Che fuor della Virtude
Ogn' altro Amore e vano
E con esempi chiari
Da nobil Cavaliero il mondo impari
Che chi di far procura
Della Virtude acquisto
Bandir deve dal seno
Con generosa forza ogn' altra cura
E insegnaro non meno
Che per gl' aspri sentieri
Delia vita monal
Chi sotYre speri

Translation:
Wicked pleasures, many are the ways
In which your lies and frauds
Entrap every soul.
Today, will you surrender to me"^
I will destroy your traps
And slowly and clearly
I will show everyone that except for Virtue
Every other Love is vain.
And with clear examples
From a noble gentleman
The world will learn.
That he who pursues
Virtue and wants to acquire it
Must ban from his heart.
With generous strength, every other care
I also will teach that
He, who in the harsh paths of life
Suffers, shall hope.
As shown by the prologue, Chi soffre spcn fulfills the instructive function of theatrical
entertainment.
The body of the opera consists mainly of lengthy recitatives that encompass both
the serious main plot of the opera and the conversations of the comic servants In the
dialogue sections, the music of the comic and serious characters is not differentiated in
style, even though Egisto tends to be given more lofty texts As exemplified by the
following excerpt from Act 1:3, these passages resemble spoken dialogues with basso
continue accompaniment (see Example 1)
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EXAMPLE 1, Excerpt from Act 1:3
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Coviello;
Pe dicere lo vero
lo creo che non se trova
Chili prodego de tene
'n tutto quanto lo rivierso munno
Egisto
Ad ogn'alma ben nata ambir conviene
Di gentilezza il vanto
Ma che mai crede veste
Che fosse qua venuto
A chiedermi costui

_
tui.

—
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Translation:
Covieilo:
To tell the truth,
I believe that one cannot find
A more worthy love than virtue
In all the depraved world
Egisto:
For every well-born soul
Shall strive to acquire kindness.
But what do you think'^
This person has come to ask me
The more anguished content of Egisto's text is clearly shown later in the same scene,
as exemplified by Example 2

EXAMPLE 2, Excerpt from Act 1:3
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Text:
Ma gia sperar cotanto a me non lice,
Me lo vieta il tenore
Delia mia stella infida.
E sol piace ad Alvida
Di tor la vita a chi I'ha dato il core.
O cruda Donna, 0 Fato,
O di mie lunghe pene
Mercede indegna, e guiderdone ingrato.
Translation:
But I am not allowed to hope so much.
The tenor of my untrustworthy star denies it to me
Alvida takes pleasure in taking away
The life of he who has given her his heart.
O cruel Woman, O Fate,
Unworthy and ungrateful reward of my long pains!
The speed at which most of the text was delivered in Chi soffre spcri may have
been influenced by the fast dialogues of the Commcdia dell'arte performers

Nino

Pirrotta has noted that this quickness facilitated the development of recilar cautando (a
contemporaneous term for the stile rapprese/itativo) as the equivalent of speech on
stage

The Roman style of rccitcir ccmtando is characterized by fast rhythms in the

imitation of ordinary speech, rather than heightened speech, upon which the Florentine
recitative is modeled

Pirrotta also commented on the relationship between the recitar

cci/ilundo and the later recitativo secco, the latter of which he found to be of greater
musical interest

Pirrotta and Povoledo, 274
Ibid , 274 and n 70
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Perhaps the strongest connection between Chi soffre speri and the Commedia
dell'arte is the opera's use of masked characters. Rospighosi borrows a series of masi<s
from the Com/uedia dell'arte, the Bergamasque Zanni, the Neapolitan Covielio, and
Frittellino and Colillo—the sons of Zanni and Covielio, respectively—who are added for
the opera's 1639 revival. The earliest Commedia dell'arte plays included both a zamti
(either a "clown" in general, or a comic character named Zanni), and his Neapolitan
companion, who was usually called Covielio."'" Rospigliosi retains this comic pairing in
Chi soffre speri Zanni's son, Frittellino, a livelier version of the zanni prototype, was the
creation of the Bolognese actor Pier Maria Cecchini (1563-1645).'' Besides directing the
Compagnia degli Accesi^ which disbanded in 1604, Cecchini wrote two important
treatises in defense of the Commedia dell'arte: Brevi discorsi inlorno alle Comedie
comedian11 e speltatori (1614) and Frutli delle moderne Comedie el aviso a chi le reel la
(1628). The comic zanni in both the C(mimedia dell'arte and Cht soffre speri occupied
themselves spying, pandering, jesting, singing, and running errands for their masters
Rospigliosi retains the types of comic humor associated with these characters, as well as
their use of dialect, their costumes, their personality traits, and their idiomatic physical
uestures

' Allardyce Nicoll, The World of Harlequin: A Critical Study of the Commedia dell'arte
(Cambridge Cambridge UP), 83 The name Zanni derives from the Bergamasque for
"Giovanni ""
'' Nicoll, 84

The use of Commedia dell 'arte masks in Chi soffre speri seems to have
influenced the opera's overall musical and textual style The dialogues and comic antics
of Egisto's male servants, Zanni and Coviello, are borrowed directly from the Commedia
dell'arte with little or no alteration Dramatically, they serve to entertain and enliven the
potentially monotonous pattering recitative. Their diversionary amusement often takes
the form of lazzi ("stage business"), which comprise a wide assortment of jokes, tricks,
songs, dialogues, jests, and dances, in the tradition of the Commedia delVarte.
Commedia-iy^Q amusements were even more prevalent in the 1639 version of Chi
soffre speri than they were in the original presentation of the opera. The newly added
Commedia masks of Frittellino and Colillo are allotted their own scene. Act 16, which is
headed "Puo servir per Intermedio," indicating that it could serve as an alternate
iiilermedio to the first act. The scene begins with fast-paced recitative in which the
young boys complain of their fatigue after spending hours looking for their fathers The
extended duet that follows contrasts with the pattering style of the recitative (see
Example 3)

EX.AMPLE 3, Act 16. Frittellino and Colillo (Duet), "Per bivere a sto munno "
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Text:
Colillo
Per bivere a sto munno allegrarnente
Non c'e lo meglio che pensare a niente
Frittellino
Per vivere a sto rnondo allegrament'
A non ghe mei die non pensare nient'
Semper cancher ignott
Chi ten ol so Zervel
In frascat tra malanne e Zorn' e nott'
Colilio
Sempre cancher ignotte
Chi tene lo cervello
Imbrogliato in malanni e 'iorne e notte
Pero Zanni mio belle
Frittellino
l^ero Cola me bel

O

Colillo;
Spienzerato campar voglio a cosi
Frittellino:
Anca mi viver senza pensar a voi cosi.
Colillo:
lo perzi
Frittellino:
Anca mi
Colillo:
lo possi
Bravo pe vita mia ma no pare,
Che nu 'n ce simmo concertati assieme
Chiu d'uno mise e miezzo
Translation:
Frittellino/Colillo:
To live joyfully in this world
There is nothing better than to think of nothing
He who reasons day and night,
Looking for the unknown.
Finds himself entangled among misfortunes
Colillo
But my beautiful Zanni
Frittellino
But my beautiful Cola
Colillo
1 want to live carefree
Frittellino
1 also want to live without thinking of you in this
Colillo
1 lost
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Frittellino:
Me too
Colillo:
1 could.
I have an infinite desire to live.
But it doesn't seem
That we have not planned together
For more than a month and a half.
The carefree attitude of the young boys reflects their Commedia dell 'arte heritage.
Two common features of Commedia del! 'arte plays are the use of disguises and
secondary plots. In Chi soffrc speri, Rospigliosi retains these elements by including a
subplot based on Lucinda (servant to Alvida) and her love for the hero, Egisto To
discourage Egisto from wooing her mistress, Lucinda disguises herself as a man,
Armindo, who is pursued by the shepherdess Eurilla
was a common Commedia dell'arte subplot

Deluded love for a disguised girl

In the opera, Eurilla's infatuation may be

regarded as a subplot to the subplot" In her solo scene (1:4), Eurilla expresses her love
for Armindo (see Example 4)

'• The chief features of Lucinda's history appear in the character of Viola in Twelth Ni^ht
Italian examples of this character type include the play Gl' Ingannata (Sienna, 153 1) and
the 36th tale in Part II of Matteo Bandello's Novelle (pub 1554) (Stuart Reiner,
"Collaboration in Chi soffre spen" Mii.sic Review 22 [1961] 277)
'' The disguise scenario is perhaps further complicated by the ban of women from the
Roman operatic stage The character of Lucinda was portrayed by a man Consequently,
Armindo was a man portraying a woman disguised as a man

EXAMPLE 4, Act 1:4. Eurilla
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Text:
Che mirarse o miei lumi,
Lumi troppo bramosi,
Ove volgere incautamente il guardo
Perch' ogn' hor mi consumi'^
Perche mai non riposi'^
Ahi lassa, awampo et ardo,
E I'amato splendore
Quanto piii celo il foco
Radoppia incendio all'alma e pena al core
Ma in si romito loco,
Hor che nessun' m'ascolta hor ch'io son sola
Chi mi vieta il chiamar I'amato nome'^
Armindo, ah perche fuggi''
Sappi Armindo ch'io t'amo,
Sappi ch'io chiudo inseno un foco immenso,
Sappi che tu mi struggi
Ma che dico, o che parlo
Ove trascorri Eurilla,
Ah semplicetta ah folle
Dunque il tuo fuoco hai di scoprir baldanza
Translation
Oh eyes, desiring eyes, what did you see
When you glanced so impmdently''
Whv do you consume me'^

r?
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^
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Why do you never rest"^
Oh poor me, in flames I burn.
And the more I hide the fire.
The more fire and pain spread
In my heart and soul.
But in such a lonely place.
Now that no one is listening to me.
Now that I am alone,
Who forbids me to call the name of my love'^
Armindo, why do you escape from me''
Please know Armindo that I love you.
Please know that I enclose in my heart an immense fire.
Please know that you consume me.
But what are these words?
What am I saying'^
Where are you Eurilla'^
Naive and crazy young lady,
Out of your fire you can uncover boldness.
Eurilla's love for Armindo is secondary in importance to Armindo's (Lucinda's)
passion for Egisto. The complications associated with the Lucinda/Armindo subplot are
not borrowed from Boccaccio's tale, but reflect additions by Rospigliosi

Musically,

Lucinda is one of the most important characters in the opera. In each act she has either
an extensive solo aria or recitative At the close of Act 111:3, Lucinda/Armindo reflects
upon the anguish engendered by Egisto's rejection of her (see Example 5)
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EX.AMPLE 5, Excerpt from Act 111:3
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Text;
Gia la terra s'invola,
Mentre languend' io ghiaccio,
Onde misera e sola.
Ohime rimango a cruda morte in braccio.
Translation:
Already the earth flies away,
While I languish and freeze.
Wherefore miserable and alone,
Alas, I remain in the arms of the cruel death.
The passage features expressive harmonic motion that reflects the text, most notably in
measure 6 on the words "cruda morte." The affective style of the music differs from the
pattering recitatives that are frequently assigned to both the comic servants and the main
characters Instead, LucindayArmindo is given a serious musical soliloquy that poignantly
closes the scene
Popular songs and dances played a diversionary role in both early opera and
Commedia dell 'arte productions

Iconographical evidence confirms their use in

Commedia dell'arte plays Depictions of characters with instruments, either singing or
dancing, are found in books, in engravings by Jacques Callot (BalU di Sfessania, 1622),
in frescoes in the Trausnitz Castle (ca 1578), in Franco-Flemish paintings, and in
Giacomo Franco's Venetian engravings (1610)

" Pirrotta and Poveledo, 85

Furthermore, numerous publications

present Pantalone and his comic companions singing their lines, often in duets, trios, or
quartets
Nino Pirrotta has observed that music and dance served three main purposes in
Commedia plays: they fulfilled requirements of the plot; they revealed character, often in
monologue; and they provided diversionary entertainment/'' He also suggested that each
Commedia dell'arte performer had a favorite stage song. Many such monophonic songs
exist in a volume of music by Marco Facoli entitled Balli d'Arpicordo (Venice, 1588).
The collection contains instrumental versions of monodic songs, titled Arie, which are
accompanied by a feminine name (e.g., Arie della Siguora Livia). The anthology's
connection with singers in the Commedia dell 'arte is strengthened by the inclusion of
works entitled Ana della Commedia and Ana della Commedia nova.
Songs performed by masked characters also provided diversion in Chi soffre
spen Quite possibly, the opera's popular songs are indicative of the music cultivated by
contemporaneous Commedia dell 'arte troupes The songs and dialogues of the comic
servants in both the Commedia dell 'arte and Chi soffre spen often involve thievery and
cheating

This type of comic swindling is found in Act 11:4 of Chi soffre spen In this

'^Nicoil, 158
" Nino Pirrotta, "Commedia dell 'arte and Opera," Music and Culture iii Italy from the
Middle
to the Baroque: A Collection of Essays (Cambridge Harvard University
Press, 1984), 35 1 The following discussion is based on Pirrotta, ^'Commedia dell'arte
and Opera,"" 348
'• Nicoll, 177
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scene, Zanni and Coviello sing songs to entertain the shepherd Dorilio in an effort to
distract him wliile they steal his cheese The character of Zanni, in accordance with
Commcdia del!'arte tradition, is a native of Bergamo and often speaks in Bergamasque
dialect

His companion, Coviello, originated in Naples and frequently uses Neapolitan

phrases. Zanni's popular song, "Franzeschina me garbada" (Act 11:4), which is sung
mostly in dialect, is a bergamasca constructed around the standard harmonic bass pattern
common to that genre Early in the seventeenth centur>', a specific vocal line was allied
to the distinctive I - IV - V -1 bass formula, and in many instances replaced the pattern
altogether

Such is the case in "Franzeschina me garbada" (see Example 6)

EXAMPLE 6, Act II 4. Zanni, "Franzeschina me garbada "
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Text
Franzescliina tne garbada,
Echilo '1 to Zaniiolin,
Zentilhom della Vallada,
Quel ch' t'arna senza fin
Translation
Franzescliina, who pleases me so.
Here is vour Zannolin,
Gentleman of the Valley,
The one that lo\'es you endlessly
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The opening line addresses Franzeschina, the maidservant who often portrayed the wife
ofZanni in Conmedia cJeU'arte plays.Following Zanni's hergamasca, Coviello sings
an amusing warlike song (see Example 7).

EXAMPLE 7, Act 11:4, Coviello, "Alia guerra "
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Franzeschina (Franceschina) was the stage name of Battista Amorevoli da Treviso, the
man who was the first actor to play the role ofZagna, the female counterpart ofZanni
Battista has been linked to the Gelosi company in 1577 An actress by the name of Silvia
Roncagli played the role in the last quarter of the sixteenth century In 1614, however,
the Franceschina of the Uniti troupe was once again a man, Ottavio Bernardini The use
of male actors to play this female part gave the name Franzeschina a connotation that was
not maidenly, though in the seventeenth century more youthful depictions of her are
found (Nicoll, 96, Warren Kirkendale, "Franceschina, Girometta, and their Companions
in a Madrigal "a diversi linguaggi' by Luca Marenzio and Orazio Vecchi," Acta
niiisico/ogicci 44 [1972] 192 n 40, Winifred Smith, The Commedia Llcirarle [New
•^'ork Benjamin Blom, 1964], 193)
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Text:
Alia guerra alia guerra,
Chi e balente se ponga ip fretta,
Spata alio fianco e penn^i alia beretta >
Senti pe d'ogni strada
La tappa tappa tappa
Sii sij arranca la spata
Sii su im braccia la cappa
Senti la tappa tappa
Forse leva lo viento
AH" aurecchie lo suono
Translation
To the war, to the war
He who is valorous
Be readv in a hurrv
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Sword on your side and feather in your berret
Hear in every street
The steps of soldiers
Hurry, hurry, keep your sword ready
Hurry, hurry, keep yourself ready
Hear the steps of the soldiers
Perhaps the wind will hide
The sound from the ears.
The comic songs of the servants differ considerably from the arias given to Egisto,
the central heroic character in Chi soffrc spen In his brief "Rondinella che d'intorno,"
Egisto sings of winning AJvida's good favor The song features meiismatic ornaments in
the vocal line. This embellished style is employed almost exclusively in the songs and
duets sung by the serious characters in the opera (see Example 8)

EXAMPLE 8, Act 11:8 Euisto, "Rondinella che d'intorno "
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Text:
Rondinella che d'intorno
Vai spiegando il volo instabile.
Gia t'invita a far ritorno
Bel seren di Cielo amabile
A gioire i fior t'allettano
a scherzar Faure t'aftrettano
Translation.
Swallow, you go around
Spreading your unstable flight
The loving clear sky
Invites you to return
The flowers entice you to enjoy
The breeze hurries you
To a joyful play
Egisto's solo scene continues with a return of the pattering recitative so prevalent in C/ii
soffre spcn
In addition to the short solo songs that occasionally enliven the opera, dances
provide diversion, with passacaglias being especially prominent There are two

passacaglias in the prologue of the opera The first one is indicated in the score only by
the word Passacaglie, possibly suggesting that instruimentalists would either improvise or
play an independent dance piece The bass pattern fqr the second passacaglia (Example
9) is notated in the score in A minor. Frederick Hammond points out that in Act II: 1,
virtually the same phrase marked Passagagli appears in G nninor as an introduction to a
duet (see Examples 9-10)."''

EXAMPLE 9, Passacaglia from the Prologue.
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EX.AMPLE 10, Act II I

Passacaglia introducing "Ombra lieve lampo breve "
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In Act 11:6, Armindo's "Messagiera infelice" opens with a recitative leading into a triplemeter aria whose first phrase is written over a variant of this same passacaglia, A
passacaglia also appears twice in the third act, first as a short ritornello before and after
Fileno's aria, "La belta che porta al core," and later in an extended version that introduces
Eurilla's and Silvia's lengthy duet, "Chi vuol trarre i di contenti" (see Examples 11-12)

EXAMPLE 11, Act 111:2. Passacaglia/Ritornello for Fileno's aria, "La belta che porta al
core."
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EXAJVIPLE 12, Act 111:5. Passacaglia introduction to "Chi vuol trarre i di contenti'
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In accordance with the tradition of improvising instrumental music in both early opera
and the Commedia dell 'arte, only bass notes are given for the dance music in the operatic
score. Presumably the instrumentalists would improvise over the bass line.""' Payment
records indicate that the instnimental group for Chi soffre speri consisted of two violins
(on the melody) and continuo. In 1639 the continuo group comprised two harpsichords,
two violini, two lutes, a harp, and a cetra^^ The improvisatory nature of the dance music
in Chi soffre speri provides a further link between the opera and the music of the
Commedia dell 'arte.
As we have seen, a variety of evidence seems to link the Commedia dell'arte with
Chi soffre speri The three-act structure and educational intent of the opera are
consistent with the plays of the Commedia dell'arte. Moreover, much of the recitative
(comprising the bulk of the opera) is cast in a rapid pattering style similar to the
declamation employed in spoken Commedia plays Furthermore, both entertainments
make use of subplots and disguises Most importantly, however, two masks for the 1637
version and an additional two for the 1639 revision of the opera are directly borrowed
from the prototypes of the Commedia dell'arte The comic servants in Chi soffre speri

' Performers frequently improvised independent instrumental music (Frederick
Hammond, "Bernini and the "Fiera di Farfa',"" in Ciianlorenzo Beniini: New Aspects of
His An and Thought A Commemorative I'olimie, ed Irving Lavin [University Park
Penn Stale University Press, 1985], 120)
'• Murata. Operas. 258 Textual considerations in La luera di l-'arfa required the use of a
cittern, a bagpipe, a cifalo, a Jews' harp, and "one who whistles like a nightingale"
(Hammond, "Bernini and the "Fiera di Farfa'." 1 19)
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perform a variety of diversionary lazzi, including dances and a few popular style songs
Finally, the performance of the dance music seems to reflect the improvisatory
instrumental practices of the Commedici players.
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CHAPTER 3. LA FIEM DIFARFA AND THE 1639 REVIVAL OF
CHI S0FF1U-: SPEIU
With entirely nev/ text and music, the 1639 Act II inteiwedio. La Fiera di Farfa,
represents the most significant departure from the 1637 version of Chi soffrc speri. It
replaced what has been described as a May Competition, a revelry performed at the
Tuscan festival that celebrated the beginning of May, the Calendimaggio '^' The music to
the new intermedia is thought to have been composed solely by Marazzoli, an attribution
based on his possession of a separate manuscript containing only the music for La Fiera
di Far/a

The inlerniedio featured a backdrop and scenery created by Bernini, who also

designed the famous rising and setting of the sun that end the intermedia His
contribution to La L'lera represents the first documented evidence of his participation in
Barberini operatic productions

For a discussion of both Carnival and May festivals in Europe, see Peter Burke,
I'apiilar Culture in Llarly Modern Europe (Cambridge Cambridge University Press,
1994), 178-204
•' I.a /•'lera di Far/a exists in the full score of (7;/ soffre spen (BAV, Barb lat 4386) and
in BAV, Chigi Q VllI 190, a manuscript that contains only the nilermedio Oliveriana
i68and\''at lat 13599 (both text sources), and Chigi Q VIII 190, lack a closing
madrigal to La l-'iera di I-arfa (Margaret Murata, Operas far the Papal Court, 1631166S [Ann Arbor UMI Research Press, 1981], 33) For a comprehensive list of
documents pertaining to Clu soffre spen. see Murata, Operas^ 259-b2
•• Historian Filippo Baldinucci was the first to attribute the scenography for La luera di
I-arfa to Bernini In 1682, in his biography on Bernini, he wrote "There will live forever
in the world the fame of the comedy of the L'air, made for Cardinal Antonio at the time of
Urban [\'I11J, where there appeared all that is customarily seen in such assemblages"
(quoted in Frederick Fiammond, "Bernini and the "Fiera di Farfa,"" in Ciianlorenza
Bernini: New Aspects of His Art and Thought. .-! Commemorative />;////;;<.', ed Ir\'ing
La\'in [Uni\ ersity Park Penn State University Press, 1985], 117) Proof of Bernini's
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Although Bernini's designs and sets for the mtenncdio no longer exist, Jacques
Caiiot's depiction of a similar fair at Impruneta in 1619 provides an indication of the spirit
of La Fiera^^ Town fairs were lively events in seventeenth-century Italy. Spectators
were entertained by street performers and revelers while merchants noisily peddled their
wares. Like La Fiera di Far/a, Caiiot's fair included dancers, vendors, carriages, an inn,
and Commedia dell'arte characters.La Fiera di Farfa also featured double choruses, a
mock duel, a palio (race), and the only scene change in the entire opera. The atmosphere
of the fair is portrayed musically at the outset of the inlermedio with a double chorus
exclaiming "Alia Fiera, Alia Fiera. La vaga primavera hoggi con pompa altera v'invita a
schiera" ("To the fair. To the fair. Charming spring with proud splendor today invites
you in crowds")
The new intermedia represents only one of several revisions made for the 1639
production of Chi soffre speri. Revising and restaging an opera was not unusual for the
Barberinis

It was customary' to present an opera a year or two after its first performance,

as was the case in most of the Barberini operas that preceded Chi soffre speri What is
unusual with Chi soffre speri, however, is the amount of the newly composed material
added to the 1639 version, with the replacement interriiedio. La Fiera di Farfa,

involvement is found in Barberini financial documents which he countersigned (BAV,
AB, CFB, gius 33 15, fol 20r, Hammond, "Bernini and the 'Fiera di Farfa'," 125 n 9)
Seen 128 below
•'Mbid., 120
"• Ibid

consuming eighty-four pages in its separate manuscript (Chigi Q VIII. 190)

Despite the

extensive descriptions and commentary about La Ftera cii Farfa, the question of why it
was necessary to add an entirely new mterniedio remains unanswered.
Why did Rospigliosi, Marazzoli, and Bernini collaborate to create a new
intermedio'^ There is reason to suspect that the composition of La f'iera was inspired, in
part, by Urban VIIFs recovery in 1639 from a serious illness sustained two yefirs earlier
A crucial turning point in Urban's pontificate carne in the mid to late 1630s, after he had
suffered an illness in 1635 and approached death in 1637. " His sickness of 1637 was so
severe that Gabriel Naude, a member of Cardinal Francesco's household, observed that
"the pontificate is at its end '""" Urban's public role significantly diminished; he gave
fewer appearances and began to turn most of his duties over to the cardinal-nephews
The new powers of the cardinals were so great that Odoardo Farnese, the Duke of Parma
(1612-46), blamed them for the War of Castro that was fought between Parmc^ and the
papacy in 1641
Given the pope's deteriorating condition, and the increased political
responsibilities of the cardinals, the Carnival entertainments of 1638 were produced in

' Frederick Hammond, Music and Spcciacle in Barocjite Rome: Barhcnni I'alfoiia^c
ii/idt'i [hiuin /7//(Nevv Haven Yale University Press, 1994), 23-24
Gabriel Naudc\ Lctlres dc (iahncl Naiidc a Jacques Ditpiiy (I632-I652), ed Piiillip
Wolfe (Edmonton LEALT/VALTA Press, 1982), 38, quoted in Hammond, Spectacle,

" Hammond. Spectacle, 24
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haste and were described by Rospigiiosi as "very flat

For the festivities of that year.

Cardinal Francesco presented the opera San Bonifatio and a mimed ballet, La Pazzia
d'Orlando, overo I'Accpiisto di Durlindana ("The Madness of Orlando, or The
Acquisition of Durlindana"). The opera was performed six times at the Palazzo
Cancelleria, in a large three-story high room that inhibited the use of stage machinery^'
The ballet was given four times at the Palazzo Barberini." In a letter to his brother,
Camillo, dated 1 January 1638, Rospigiiosi describes the lack of festivity associated with
the production of San Bonifatio in the following manner:
[the opera] was decided upon just before Christmas, and up to now not
even the half has been composed, but it will be an unpretentious
{ordinarui] thing, and without any change of scene or apparition
^'
It may be noted, parenthetically, that "apparition" here refers to the spectacular effects
achieved in many Roman operas by means of elaborate stage machinery

Urban VIII's

declining health, combined with the additional political responsibilities of Cardinals
Antonio and Francesco, may have contributed to the lack of spectacle in the Carnival
entertainments of 1638

Giulio Rospigiiosi to his brother (Camillo Rospigiiosi), 1 January 1638 "E questo anno
il carnevale e assai basso," quoted in Murata, Operas, 290 n 1
Mammond, Spcclaclc, 23 1
"• Ibid
Murata, Operas, 290
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In February 1639, however. Urban VIII's health took a turn for the better He
told Cardinal Corner that he felt the weight of his years (he then was seventy-one),
though on the whole he was quite well.''* The new Venetian envoy also found him in
good health^' A recovering pope was a positive image for the papacy and a possible
reason for the addition of a spectacular intenneciio to the Carnival festivities of that year
Despite his improved physical condition, however. Urban VIII was unable to perform
public ceremonies outside the Vatican for the last four years of his life (1640-44) In fact,
it was rumored that when he did appear at his window following an illness, he was
actually dead and his body was made to move by the artifice of Bernini.^''
A more important factor accounting for the addition of La Fiera di Far/a,
however, is the completion of the Barberini theater at the Palazzo Barberini, which
coincided with some of the 1639 performances of Chi soffre spcri Figure 1 (p. 79)
shows a floorplan of the piano nohtk\ the main floor of the palace "

" Cardinal Corner to the Senate, 12 February 1639 (Rome), quoted in Ludwig Pastor,
ffic History of ific Popus, trans. Dom Ernest Graf (London: Kegan Paul, 1923-53),
29 401 and n,3
Pastor, 29 401-2, 402 n 1
Jennifer Montagu, Roman Baroque Sciilplurc: The Industry and the Art (New Haven:
Yale University Prei,s, 1989), 218 n 67, quoted in Hammond, Spectacle, 24
' This figure is modeled on Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-C\'ntuty Roman Palaces: Use
and Art of the Plan (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1990), 183, Fig 102 (reconstruction by
David DiMarco) Measurements are given in palmt romani, the unit of measure used in
the nitsure e sttme (constniction records) of seventeenth-century Roman documents
1 /)almi is the equivalent of 0 2234 meter, or 9 inches (Waddy, xiii)
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FIGURE I
Palazzo Barberini: Piano nohile, 1628-1638
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Though one account reports that the opera was presented "in the large hall below" (Fig
1, no. 21, p. 79), where the previous operas had been performed, other contemporary
reports of the 1639 version of Chi soffre speri clearly speak of a new theater
The existence of a new and semi-permanent theater is confirmed in Barberini
records, with Antonio's account book from 13 June to 16 December 1636 showing
expenditures for masonry, carting, beams, metalwork, all for the "new large hall which is
being built contiguous to our palace at the Quattro Fontane,"^'* The

vv/.sv di Roma state

that Chi soffre speri was performed "Sunday evening for the first time in the theater made
especially for such occasions in the palace of Cardinal Antonio at Capo le Case which can
accommodate four thousand persons comfortably

This second production marked the

opening of the newly completed Barberini theater The theater survived the last of the
Barberini productions and remained intact with internal alterations until 1932, when it

Waddy, 247.
''/In'/.vo of 5 March 1639, quoted in Murata, Operas, 261 n 10. Capo le Case ("where
the houses end"), the name of a street close to the Palazzo Barberini, was another
appellation for the Palazzo Barberini (Hammond, Spectacle, 235, 334 n 97)
Contemporary' accounts var>' in their estimations of the theater's capacity Reports
indicate that the theater held between 3,500 and 4,000 spectators In a letter dated 1
March 1642 Giulio Rospigliosi wrote "II teatro e capace di 3,500 persone, o di
vantaggio' (I-Rvat, Vat lat 13364, fols 19-21, quoted in Lorenzo Bianconi and Thomas
Walker, "Production, Consumption and Political Function of Seventeenth-Century
Opera," Early Music History 4 [1984] 220 n 36) There is scholarly dispute over the
actual capacity of the Teatro Barberini, Siike Leopold maintains that the theater held
"only a few hundred privileged spectators" (Silke Leopold, "Rome Sacred and Secular,"
in The Early Baroque Tja: }-row the Late ]6ih Century to the J66()s, Music and Society,
ed Curtis Price [Englewood CliiTs Prentice Hall, 1994], 60) Others (Waddy, 247 and
Hammond, Spectacle. 14), however, assert that the theater could hold between 3,000 and
4,000 people
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was demolished to build the new Via Barberini that linked the old center of Rome with
the train station/'"
The completion of the theater significantly enhanced the production of operas at
the Palazzo Barberini and may well have occasioned the addition of a new and
spectacular intermedia. Operatic performances at the Palazzo Barberini had begun as
early as 1632, before Don Taddeo and his family moved into the palace/' At that time,
the palace and theater were still under construction and the facilities were "make-shift,"
with Cardinal Francesco's

(Fig. 1, vaulted room above no. 22, p. 79) serving

as a dressing room.'"' The plays were presented in the first anteroom to the apartments of
the south wing (Fig. 1, no. 21, p. 79).^' The incomplete state of the theater posed a
threat of danger and embarrassment. Regarding Erminia sul Giordano (1633), Cardinal
Francesco wrote of crowds of people standing on the masons' scaffolding for a glimpse
of the production through the windows The scaffolding collapsed and sent everyone
"topsy-turvy " Fortunately, Don Taddeo calmly stilled the panicZ"* Thus, after years of

" VVaddy, 248
' Ibid , 246 Don Taddeo and his wife, Donna Anna Colonna, resided at the Palazzo
Barberini from 1632-35 From 1635, Cardinal Antonio was the palace's principal tenant
(Hammond, Spcclaclc. 14)
• - Waddy, 246
' ' Ibid
AB. Ind 1\', no 1254, fols 15r-v (App 3), VVaddy, 247, 395 n 298 Murata,
()peras. 23-27 and 249-52 document Kniiinia and its presentation at the palace
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performances in rooms remodeled to accommodate the staging of operas, the building
and completion of a theater designed specifically for that purpose was a momentous
event
The completion of the theater came at an opportune time for the cardinals The
finished theater provided them with the symbolic means necessary to legitimize their
authority, which had increased upon the pope's illnesses of the mid to late 1630s
Frederick Hammond aptly describes the political significance of the new theater by
writing:
In performing opera in a large room converted from other uses [as was the
case for opera prior to Chi soffre speri], the younger Barberini had
followed the general practice of other Roman princes and academies; by
constructing a monumental court theater, they proclaimed themselves a
ruling house ranking with the Medici and the Farnese
Indeed, all three papal nephews would benefit from the prestige and power associated
with the new theater at the Palazzo Barberini Possibly for this reason, the nephews
shared the cost of the new theater in 1637 Cardinal Francesco paid 1,163 scudi. Cardinal
Antonio contributed 2,590 scudi, and Don Taddeo donated 1,067 scudi
The mere size of the theater, purported to have held as many as four thousand
spectators, was a symbol of papal pcwer

In his list of features of the 1639 version of

(lu soffre spcn, Massimiliano Montecuccoli, the Modonese envoy, commented on the

" Hammond, Spcciacle, 235
' Waddy, 246-48, quoted in Hammond, Speclacic, 335 n 98
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size of the hall before praising the novelty and artifice of the perspective scenes/'^
Moreover, after ten years of construction, the completion of the Palazzo Barberini made
it the largest palace in Rome.
The decision to add a depiction of the fair of Farfa may also have served to
legitimize the power and authority of the papacy. The choice of locale for the fair seems
to have been politically motivated. Cardinal Francesco, the opera's chief promoter and
patron, had been appointed abbot of the great Benedictine abbey at Farfa by Urban VIII
in 1627.'"*' This fact would have been known to the vast majority of the audience. As
such, the Barberinis could exploit this symbolic power and use it to emphasize their
extensive holdings outside of Rome
La Ficra di Farfa also drew upon the astrological images associated with the
Barberini family.

The sun, a conventional symbol of wisdom, was one of three emblems

" Massimiliano Montecuccoli to the Duke of Modena, 2 March 1639 (Alessandro
Ademollo, I teatri di Roma nel scicento dccimosctumo [Rome: L Pasqualucci, 1888],
28, translated in Hammond, "Bernini and the 'Fiera di Farfa'," 115-16, 125 n.2)
Hammond, Spuclaclc, 26 Some of Cardinal Francesco's household goods were
actually purchased at the real fair of Farfa (Hammond, "Bernini and the 'Fiera di Farfa',"
! 19
'" For a discussion of solar imagery in works commissioned by the Barberini family, see
Jolin Beldon Scott, linages of Nepotism: The Panned (\'ilini;s of Palazzo Harheruu
(Princeton Princeton University Press, 1991), 51, 70-71, 77-79, 141-42, 188-89
Bernini's sunrise and sunset were also used in the 1639 production oiSan Bonifatio and
the i 641 presentation of La (ienoinda overo I 'uviocenza difesa (Murata, Operas, 39-40)
For contemporary accounts of La l-'iera di Farfa. see Hammond, "Bernini and the "Fiera
di Farfa'," 1 17-19, Irving Lavin, Bernnn and the Ihiiiy of the I 'isiia/ Arts (New York
Oxford University Press, 1980), 148 n 8, 151 n 17, and Ademollo, 28-30
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identified with the Barberini family, the other two being laurel and bees.™ Palace
decorations highlighted these three Barberini insignias. They appear in paintings by
Andrea Sacchi that surround the main fresco. Divine Wisdom, in the great hall of the
north wing (Fig 1, no 8, p. 79)/" Likewise, Pietro da Cortona's ceiling fresco for the
salone of the central wing (Fig 1, no. 1, p. 79), Divine Providence, features bees, laurel,
and the sun, which constitute the Barberini family coat of arms. Barberini symbolism is
retained in La Fieni di Farfa by the concluding sunrise and sunset This spectacular
effect was often emphasized in contemporary reports, as is the case in an account by
Girolamo Teti:
You would have seen the first light from the east chasing away the dark
night, soon little by little raising itself from out the waves; and more than
this, artfully illuminating everything, so that whoever had just entered the
theater really leaving the sun in the West, would easily believe the
opposite, just as though it were approaching, about to shine on new
markets, which were exhibited most delightfully in the ver>' same image of
real things
7'
The sunrise and sunset reinforced the solar imagery associated with the Barberini family,
hence, they became another means of displaying their power
That the cardinals recognized the political potency of Ac/ Fiera di Farfa is
suggested by the care taken in all aspects of the production Preparations for the revised

Francis Haskell, I'ainlcrs and Patrons: A Study in the Relations between Italian Art
and Society in the A^e of the Baroque (New Haven Yale University Press, 1980), 51
Ibid
• Girolamo Teti, Aedes Harherinae adOuirinaleni (Rome Mascardi, 1642), 35, quoted
in Murata, Operas, 206 n 64
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Chi sqffre speri were well underway by mid-January, over one month before the opera's
debut. Towards the end of the month, artists began to paint Bernini's set

It was built in

the Vatican and carried over to the Palazzo Barberini upon its completion. Nicolo
Menghini was responsible for rehearsing the effects, which required twenty-four men to
operate.There was a month of constant singing rehearsals accompanied by lute.^'' The
extravagance of the production was also evident in the expensive binding and gilt
ornamentation of the printed argomenli, which were presented to the more noble
members of the audience.

As well, the fountains of the palace ran nonstop for three

days, and the garden scene mentioned in an Avvlso of 5 March 1639 featured two onstage
fountains.^'' As indicated by both contemporary accounts and extensive payment records,
the 1639 version of Chi soffre speri seems to have been prepared with particular care
As we have seen, a variety of factors help explain the addition of La Fiera di
Far/a to the 1639 version of Chi soffre speri The recovery of Urban VIII from illness

' BAV, AB, CFB, gius. 3315, fols 6-28, Hammond, Spectacle, 239, 336 n 111
Menghini is cited on fols 11-13 "Sig. Giudo" (poss Bernini's collaborator Giudobaldo
Abbattini"^) was paid for the painting of the set and G B. Soria did the carpentr>' The
materials included wood, cloth, paper, wires, glue, various colors of paint, silver, and
gold (Hammond, Spectacle, 239 and Bianconi and Walker, 219 n.29)
• Bianconi and Walker, 219
' Around 4,000 copies of the argomento were printed, compared to 1,500 and 2,350 for
the two Barberini spectacles of 1638 A copy of the Argomento et allegoria clella
vomeUia musicale iiititolatu Chi soffre speri (Rome, Rev Camera Apostolica, 1639) is
found in 1-PESo, A.II.b 12.M7, together with the 1637 edition (Bianconi and Walker,
219 n 34)
" Hammond, Spectacle, 239
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may account for the attention given to the production of La Fiera di h'avfa. particularly in
relation to the quickly assembled entertainments of the previous year The opening of the
newly completed and elaborately decorated theater may have provided the stimulus for
the spectacular nature of the Carnival entertainments of 1639 Moreover, after ten years
of construction, the completion of the theater marked the culmination of the Palazzo
Barberini, making it the largest palace in Rome. The addition of a new intennedio to Cht
soffre speri provided a means to commemorate the newly finished theater that was the
focal point of the entire palace. The new inlermeclio, with its political overtones, further
enhanced and legitimized the authority of the papacy. These factors help explain the
addition of the replacement intermeJio, La Fiera di Far/a, a sumptuous entertainment
featuring spectacular effects created by the supreme artist and papal favorite, Gianlorenzo
Bernini
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CHAPTER 4. MUSICAL COLLABORATION IN CHI SOFFIUC SPEIU
The attributioili of individual movements of both the 1637 and 1639 versions of
Chi soffre speri has occasioned considerable discussion and debate among scholars. The
work appears to be th^ only Roman opera commissioned by the Barberini family during
Urban VIIFs pontificate that resulted from a collaboration between two musicians.
Though there is no dispute that both Mazzocchi and Marazzoli were involved in the 1639
revival of Chi soffre speri, there has been debate over whether Marazzoli played any role
in the 1637 production of the opera. In addition, there is much uncertainty as to how the
music of thp opera was divided between the composers. Most of the first and second
versions of Chi soffre speri are the same, though scenes were added, reordered, and
renumberecj for the 16B9 production The later version incorporated a revised prologue,
a slightly altered Act I nitermeciio, a new uuermedio for Act II, two new scenes treating
the new chijracters of Colillo and Frittellino (1:6, 11:5), and another bucolic scene (III 4)/^'
In addition to the sunrise and sunset ending La P'iera di Farfa, 1639 sources include two
other new stage effects: a sudden thunder shower of red rain at the conclusion of the first
act inlermec/io, and the! crumbling of Egisto's tower in Act IIl '^ Other changes involved
the abridgment of scenes Only the musical score for the rearranged 1639 version

Margaret Murata, ()/.)ercis for the Papal Conn. 1631-I66H (Aim Arbor UMl Research
Press, 1981), 34 and Stuart Reiner, "Collaboration in Chi soffre speri " Music Review 22
(1961)273
" Frederick Hammond,; "Girolamo Frescobaldi and a Decade of Music in Casa Barberini
\b7>4-\b'M>" Anatecla miisicolo^^ica 19 (1979) 113 n 66
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survives. After first examining the past debate over Marazzoli's involvement in the
original version of the opera, a variety of evidence will be presented in an effort to shed
light on the probable division of labor in Chi soffre speri.
The scholarly debate over Marazzoli's participation in the 1637 version of Chi
soffre speri was first brought to prominence by Pier Maria Capponi, In the 1950s,
Capponi asserted that Marazzoli did not contribute to the original Chi soffre speri and
only wrote the replacement intermedio. La Fiera di Ikirfa, for the 1639 production of the
opera/'' Capponi felt that Marazzoli's late date of birth (which he believed to be 1619)
would have made it unlikely that the composer would have participated in the 1637
staging of the opera. In the 1960s, however, Stuart Reiner proposed that Mazzocchi and
Marazzoli both worked on the 1637 version of Chi soffre speri

His argument included

new documentation of an earlier birthdate for Marazzoli (ca. 1602-8). Other evidence
that Reiner adduced to link Marazzoli with the 1637 performance included the fact that

' Reiner, 269, citing Pier Maria Capponi, "Marazzoli, Marco" F.ncidopedia dello
spettacoh) 7, dir Silvio D'Amico (Rome G C Sansoni, 1961), col 90
Reiner explored the possibility of Marazzoli's involvement in the 1637
production oi'Clii soffre speri in "Collaboration," 265-82 He also provided an opening
argument, which he later rejected, that Marazzoli did not in fact write I.a I-'iera di h'arfa
Reiner based the argument against Marazzoli's composition of the replacement
uuennedio on the fact that the manuscript found in his possessions was unsigned, it was
not in his hand, and it lacked a title page Reiner concluded that the limit or extent of
Marazzoli's participation in the 1639 production could not be determined from the
inventor}' of his possessions that accompanied his last will The document was found in
the Archivio del Vicariato in Rome, and reported by Pier Maria Capponi in 1953 See
Reiner, 269-73 and Pier Maria Capponi, "Marco Marazzoli e Toratorio "Cristo e i
farisei ." in La sciioia roniana (Siena Accademia Musicale Chigiana, 1953). 103
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Marazzoli was in Rome before 1637, and that he was in the entourage of Cardinal
Antonio Barberini in 1631

Reiner also felt that Marazzoli's likely composition of/.a

Fieni cli Far/a suggested that he wrote the original 1637 inlermedio that it replaced
The issue of Marazzoli's involvement in the 1637 version of Chi soffre speri was
resolved conclusively in the late 1960s by Paul Kast's discovery of an expense record
entitled Conh dellc spe.se plcrj la comecilija alle 4 fontlanje I'Anno J637 ("Expenses
for the Comedy at the Quattro Fontane 1637").''" The document records the
expenditures for the 1637 production of Chi soffre speri and names the Quattro Fontane
as the opera's venue, though rehearsals also took place at the Palazzo Cancelleria. The
document lists two columns of expenses: hnillo and netto The hnilto may be regarded
as the estimated cost, while the netto reflects the actual amount of scudi dispersed. In
most cases, the negotiated payment (netto) reflects a reduction of three to fifty percent
from the amount claimed {hrutto)^' Heading the list are payments for two scribes: 84

Reiner, 267-68, 274-75 For information on Marazzoli's birthdate, see Paul Kast,
"Biographische Notizen zu romischen Musiken des 17 Jahrhunderts," Analecta
/inisicolot^ici 1 (1963) 50 A document listing rhubarb pills for "il Sr Marco Marazzoli"
dates from 163 1 and confirms Marazzoli's participation in Cardinal Antonio's legation to
Urbino in that year (Roma, Archivio di Stato Misc "Famiglie," b 14 [Barherini], fasc
6. fol Sr, cited in Reiner, 268 and n 12)
The discover}' is reported in Paul Kast, "Unbekannte Dokumente zur Oper Chi soffre
spen von 1637," in Hehnuth Osthoffzn setneni ^0 Cicburtsta^^. ed U Aarburg and P
Cahn (Tutzing Schneider, 1969), 129-34 The expenses for the 1637 version of ( 7;/
s(ffre speri are found in I-Rvat Ottob lat 2476, fols 497-498
" This trend in reduction is also evident in the payment records for the 1639 version of
( 7;/ soffre spen For a discussion of payment variances for the 1639 production of the
opera, see Lorenzo Bianconi and Thomas Walker, "Production, Consumption and
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scudi to the Scntlore del S. Mazzocchi and 42 10 scudi to the Scntlorc del S. Marco
The total expenditure for the 1637 version of the opera was 1505 09 scudi

The basis

for payment, whether it be number of pages or leaves, or subject matter, is not indicated
by the figures. From the difference in the amounts paid to the two scribes, Kast inferred
that Mazzocchi composed about two thirds of the opera, and Marazzoii wrote the
remaining third,'''
Research on the nature of the collaboration in either the 1637 or the 1639 version
of Chi soffre speri is rather sparse In the absence of a full analysis of the opera's music,
Reiner's article, which predates Kast's discovery, remains the most extensive inquiry into
the division of labor in Chi soffre spen Reiner suggested that both composers
contributed more or less equally to the two versions of the opera He attributed the
serious material to Mazzocchi and the more extraneous parts (the three intermedin the

Political Function of Seventeenth-Century Opera," Fairly Music History 4 (1984): 21617
^ ' Murata, Operas, 261
In addition to finding the payment record, Kast found a complete sixteen-page
ar^'oniento for the opera Its title page reads as follows Arf^omcnto et AUegona della
Coniedia miisicale Intitolata Chi soffre spen. E rappresenlala AU'Ilhistrissimo el
I '.ccelleiitissimo Principe I-'cderico Lanl}^ravio d'Assia. In Roma, Nella Stamperia
della /^t'i'(.'/ [enda] C[amera] .'l /;as7 [olica] J637 The argomenio indicates that the 1637
presentation of Chi soffre spen honored Frederick of Hesse (1616-82) who visited Rome
incognito as a young, rebellious prince and converted to Catholicism (Kast,
"Unbekannte," 129-30) The argomento also calls the opera Chi soffre spen, whereas
other documents had referred to it as II falco/ie Abd-el-Kader Salza called the 1637
version !l falcone in his article, "Drammi inediti di Giulio Rospigliosi poi Clemente IX,"'
liivista mi/sicale ilaliana 14 (1907) 477
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pastoral scenes, and the 1639 additions) to Marazzoli Reiner used the subject matter of
the libretto as the basis for his allocation of the music for the body of the opera, dividing
the text into the Boccaccio-derived elements and the Lucinda/Eurilla subplots

The

resultant assignment is as follows, according to the scene numbering of the 1639 version:
Mazzocchi:
Marazzoli:

prologue, Act I: 1-3, 7-9; Act II: 1, 6, 8-13; Act III: 2,
3, 6-13
Act I: 4-6; Act II: 2-5, 7; Act III: 1, 4, 5 and all three
intermedi^^

Collaboration proposals developed after Kast's discovery have tended to follow
his 2:1 ratio of musical composition. For the 1637 version of Chi soffre spen, Margaret
Murata asserted that Marazzoli wrote the entire second act and its intcnuedio, and
Mazzocchi probably set the outer two acts

In the early 1980s, Murata attributed four

arias and two duets to Virgilio Mazzocchi They are as follows: "Se vil tetto alle fiamme"
(S, 1:7); "O mio martiro acerbo" (S, 11:6), "Rondinella che d'intorno" (S, 11:8); "La belta
che porta al core" (S, 111:2), "Ombra lieve lampo breve" (SS, II 1), and "Che vuol trarre i

Reiner, 276-77 Reiner provides a brief summar\' of Rospigliosi's librettos (1632-42)
to show that (hi soffre speri is unique in its inclusion of a subplot that is unrelated to the
central story
^ Ibid , 282 Reiner cites the similarity between the text of the inserted shepherd scene
(111 4) and the first four lines of the original intcrmeJio to Act II (1637), to provide
further evidence that the composer of the 1637 inlcrmedio, that is Marazzoli, also wrote
the new scenes
Margaret Murata, "Marazzoli, Marco," New Grove Diciiomry of Opera, ed Stanley
Sadie (London Macmillan, 1992), 3 199-200 and Margaret Murata, "Mazzocchi,
Virgilio," AVii drove Dictionary of Opera, 3 290
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di contenti" (SS, 111:5).'*'^ The assignment of music early in Act III (111:2 and 111:5) to
Mazzocchi lead Murata to ascribe the entire act to him. Murata cited collaboration
patterns in subsequent Roman operas, which divide the musical composition into large act
or half-act blocks, in support of her proposed allocation. For the 1639 version of the
opera, Murata agreed with the widely held supposition that Marazzoli wrote La Fuera di
Farfa. She also hypothesized that Marazzoli was responsible for the first intermedia
because of its opening dances, which share titles with the main dances in the Barberini's
1638 ballet. La Pazzia d'Orlando, overo I'Acquisto di Durlindana (music lost), in which
Marazzoli participated
The expense records for the 1639 revival of Chi soffre spcri (the most extensive
of any Barberini opera) shed additional light on how the composition of the music was
divided between the two composers. For his contribution to the revision of the opera,
Mazzocchi received a total of 112 scudi for music copying, which was allocated as
follows: 75 scudi for copying three new scores, 15 scudi for adding new material to two
1637 scores, 10 scudi for music paper and plain paper of various sizes, and 12 scudi for
making separate parts and binding two librettos " Marazzoli submitted receipts for

^ ' Murata, Operas, 453-57 Virgilio Mazzocchi's "La belta che porta al core" and "Chi
vuol trarre i di contenti" may both be found in Vogel 1646' The latter is also located in
I-Bc MS Q 46, fols 42-43v (Murata, Operas, 450)
' Marazzoli is listed under the heading "Alle quatro fontane" in the giustificazioni for the
1638 Carnival presentations (Gius 2992, fol 1 Ir, Hammond, "Girolamo Frescobaldi,"
1 18 and n 72
BAY, AB, CFB, gius 33 15, fol 83, Bianconi and Walker, 219 n 32
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approximately 37 scudi, with the following allotment: 6.58 scudi for music paper (totaling
234 folios) and the binding of five volumes; and 30 scudi paid to his scribe, Belardino
Terentio, for the copying of the entire coniedia'^^ Mazzocchi's bill for separate parts
suggests that he may have had more responsibility for training the singers Indeed,
Stefano d'Giudici, Don Taddeo's dancing master, received 25 scudi for "having taught
the singers

Mazzacchi for several months" (italics mine).''' The considerable difference

in payment (112 scudi for Mazzocchi compared to 37 for Marazzoli) strongly suggests
that Mazzocchi was responsible for composing most of the music in Chi soffre spcri.
Closer analysis of the activities of the composers, coupled with the payment
records, suggests a more refined view of the division of labor in Chi soffre spen There
is reason to suspect that Mazzocchi composed most of the music for the soprano roles in
the opera Among these roles are the nymphs and allegorical characters in the prologue
(Dafne, Lidia and Clori, Sensuality/Silvia, Indolence, Virtue/Alvida), Lucinda/Armindo,
Eurilla, Fileno, Moschino (Egisto's page), and the Boccaccio-derived figures of Egisto,
Alvida, and Silvia Several types of evidence suggest that Mazzocchi wrote the music for
these soprano parts
Mazzocchi was ver^' familiar with both the soprano and castrato voices He had
tlie important task of training Cardinal Francesco's prized boy castrati (/;///// miisici or

' Ibid , fol 87 for paper and fol 86 for scribal payments
" BA\', AB. CFB, gius 3315, fols 90-91, Frederick Hammond, Music aiulSpectacle in
Harocfuc Rome: Hcirherini l'alr()na}^e under IIrhan Mil [New Haven ^'ale University
Press. 1994], 238, 335 n 109
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castratitu), who were the highlight of his miisicci.''^ The Cardinal recruited young boys,
often from the various Barberini holdings (such as Palestrina), educated them, and
compensated their parents.The boys' training was rigorous and included three hours of
singing daily, an hour of literature, an hour's singing lesson, theory, counterpoint,
keyboard, and composition.^'' Mazzocchi also wrote school operas for performance by
boy sopranos, possibly during his tenure as maestro di cappella at the Collegio
Romano
Mazzocchi's faculty for writing for male sopranos is also shown in his sacred
opera San Bonifatio (1638, rev 1639).'^'' Performers in the opera's all-soprano cast
included four of Cardinal Francesco's boy singers (whom Mazzocchi trained), recruits
from the Seminario Vaticana (founded by Card Francesco in 1637), members of the
Cappella Sistina, and Mazzocchi himself'^' Similarly, the music for Mazzocchi's and

The word miisici usually designated a singer, while musica seems to refer to the
musical establishment as a whole (Hammond, Spcclack\ 77)
Frederick Hammond, "More on Music in Casa Barberini," Studi musicah 14 (1985)
239 N 13 lists documents for payments to the mother of a putto miisico sent to the
Prince of Poland
"" G A Angelini Bontempi, ///.s7ona/??//.s7ca (Perugia Costantini, 1695), 170, quoted in
Hammond, "Casa Barberini," 239, see also Hammond, "Girolamo Frescobaldi," 101
Gloria Rose, "Mazzocchi, Virgilio" New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed
Stanley Sadie (London Macmillan, 1980), 11:870
" For casting information, plot summan,'. and documents pertaining to San Bonifatio, see
Murata, Operas, 289-92
"' Hammond, Spectacle, 233 Performance by boys was not uncommon in Rome The
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Rospigliosi's La Gowinda overo I 'innoceiiza difesa was sung by twenty-one boys
We know that Mazzocchi alone wrote the music for both San Bonifatio and La
Gcnoinda, the former of which was composed between the production of the original and
revised versions of Chi soffre speri. Indeed, the four arias and two duets that Murata
attributed to Ma2:zocchi are all written for soprano voices Likewise, Mazzocchi's last
opera, Sant 'Eustachio (1643), includes ten soprano roles and was probably also intended
for performance by boys
Marazzoli, on the other hand, seems to have favored writing music for male
characters sung by low voices (tenors and basses) In addition to being a virtuoso harpist,
Marazzoli was a tenor, and on 23 May 1637, at the pope's request, he entered the
Cappella Sistina

He retained the post for the remainder of his life Marazzoli's ability

and penchant for writing for lower vocal ranges are shown in his operatic compositions

productions of the Jesuit Colleges, with which both the Barberini family and Rospigliosi
were well acquainted, were quite successful (Hammond, Speciac/c, 232)
""Murata, Operas, 39
In addition to the ten soprano parts, Sam 'Eiislachio included roles for two tenors, one
alto, and one mezzo-soprano (Murata, "Mazzocchi, Virgilio," New (iiove Diciio/iaiy of
Opera, 3 290)
"" Reiner, 268 and n 14 New documentation contradicts Eleanor Caluori's earlier
assertion that ""there is no evidence that he [Marazzoli] lived in or visited Rome prior to
1637"(A'(.'it Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 11 642) In 1986 Wolfgang
Witzenman provided confirmation that placed Marazzoli in Rome in 1626 (Murata,
"Marazzoli, Marco," A vh Grove Dictionary of Opera, 3 199, see also Marco Marazzoli,
Caniauts by Marco Marazzoh. c. 1605-1(>62,
Wolfgang Witzenmann, The Italian
('antata in the Seventeenth Geiiliiry. vol 4 [New York Garland, 1986j, v-x)
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that followed Chi sqffrc speri his Ferranese opera, L 'Amove tnonfanle dello Sdegno
(Armida, occasioned by a wedding in 1641), and La Vila humana (1656).'"'
Additional evidence pertinent to the division of labor in Chi soffre spcn may be
derived from consideration of the composers' degree of involvement with the Commedia
del!'arte traditions Lorenzo Bianconi and Thomas Walker have suggested that a bill for
a mask for Marazzoli indicates that he may have portrayed Zanni, and possibly composed
his music, in the 1639 performances of Chi sqffrc .s/;6V7.'" ' Murata agreed that Marazzoli
may well have played Zanni in the opera's revival.'"'
Both Marazzoli's likely portrayal of Zanni and his tendency to write for low male
voice parts indicate that he may have composed the music for scenes featuring Zanni and
Coviello, two tenor roles. The likelihood that this is true is strengthened considerably by
the common derivation of both characters from the Conwiedia del!'arte stage The same
reasoning suggests that Marazzoli also wrote the music for the scene involving Colillo
and Frirtellino, their sons

In short, it may be suggested that the same composer wrote

the music for all of the scenes emphasizing masked characters borrowed from the
Commedia dell 'arte

For a discussion of Marazzoli's tendency to compose for lower voice parts, see
Murata, "Marazzoli, Marco,"' New drove Dictionary of Opera, 3 201
Bianconi and Walker, 221 n 38 The bill of the clothing seller includes a "zani con
barba fino dato al Sig e Marcho delarpe [de Tarpa]", BAV, AB, CFB, gius 33 15, fol
106
''' Murata, Operas, 258
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One final piece of evidence relevant to the division of labor in Chi snffre spcn is
the recurring passacaglia patterns discussed in Chapter 2 (pg 69-70 and Examples 9-10)
One of the two duets that incorporates a passacaglia ("Ombra lieve lampo breve") has
been attributed to Mazzocchi. Considering the derivation of the passcaglia from a
passage in the prologue, it seems more than likely that Mazzocchi also wrote the
prologue to Chi saffrc spcn
The following table (2) summarizes the division of labor described above

TABLE 2
Mazzocchi's and Marazzoli's Contributions to Chi soffrc spcn

Section

PROLOGUE
(Nymph choruses and
Allegorical figures)

Reiner
(1961)

Murata
(1981, 1992)

Lewis
(1995)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

ACT 1
Scene 1 (Silvano and Euisto)

' ' The divisions oflabor apply to the 1639 version ofC/j/ sofjix' spcn (Barb lat 4386),
the onlv extant musical source of the entire opera For the scenes and sections to which
Murata does not specifically refer, no attribution has been indicated
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Table 2— Continued

Section

Reiner
(1961)

Murata
(1981,1992)

Lewis
(1995)

Scene 2 (Egisto, Silvano, Zanni,
Coviello, and Moschino)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 3 (Egisto, Zanni, Coviello)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 4 (Eurilla)

Marazzoli

Mazzocchi

Scene 5 (Eurilla and Silvia)

Marazzoli

Mazzocchi

Scene 6 (Colillo and Frittellino,
"Puo servir per Intermedio"
(Alternative Intermedio)

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Scene 7 (Armindo)
"Se vil tetto alle fiamme"

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 8 (Armindo and Egisto)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 9 (Zanni and Coviello)

Mazzocchi

Marazzoli

Intermedio

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

VM or MM

Mazzocchi

ACT II
Scene 1 (Alvida and Rosilda)
Duet, "Ombra lieve lampo breve"

Scene 2 (Eurilla and Dorillo)
Marazzoli
Duet, "Non e prato che non s'infior"
Eurilla, "Sprezzate alme costanti"
Scene 3 (Zanni and Coviello)

Marazzoli

Marazzoli
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Table 2— Contiuued

Section

Reiner
(1961)

Murata
(1981, 1992)

VM or MM

Lewis
(1995)

Scene 4 (Dorillo, Zanni, and
Coviello)
Zanni, "Franzeschina me garbada"
Coviello, "AJla guerra"

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Scene 5 (Colillo, Frittellino, Zanni,
and Coviello)

Marazzoli

Scene 6 (Armindo)
"0 mio martiro acerbo"

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 7 (Armindo and Silvia)
Silvia, "Se pensate, alme costanti"

Marazzoli

VM or MM

Mazzocchi

Scene 8 (Egisto)
"Rondinella die d'intorno"

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 9 (Egisto, Coviello, Zanni,
and Moschino)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 10 (the same, plus Armindo)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 11 (Egisto, Coviello, Zanni,
and Moschino)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 12 (the same, plus Alvida,
Rosilda, and Armindo)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 13 (Coviello and Zanni)

Mazzocchi

Marazzoli

Intermedio, La Fiera di Farfa

Marazzoli

trad.

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Marazzoli
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Table 2— Continued

Section

Reiner
(1961)

Murata
(1981,1992)

Lewis
(1995)

ACT III
Scene 1 (Dorillo and Moschino)
Dorillo, "Se non c'e tempo piu"

Marazzoli

VM or MM

Mazzocchi

Scene 2 (Fileno)
"La belta che porta al core"

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 3 (Armindo)

Mazzocchi

Scene 4 (Dafne, Lidia, and Nerea)
Trio, "Gia del prato i bei tesori"

Marazzoli

VM or MM

Mazzocchi

Scene 5 (Eurilla and Silvia)
Duet, "Chi vuol trarre i di contenti"

Marazzoli

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 6 (Moschino)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 7 (Alvida, Egisto, and Rosilda)Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 8 (the same, plus Zanni)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 9 (the same, plus Clori)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 10 (the same, plus Ergasto)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 1 1 (the same, plus Fileno)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 12 (the same, plus Silvia)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Scene 13 (the same, plus Titiro)

Mazzocchi

Mazzocchi

Intermedio

Marazzoli

Marazzoli

Mazzocchi
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According to the new division of labor proposed above, Mazzocchi composed the
majority of the music for the 1639 version of Chi soffre speri. The table allocates the
prologue and twenty-nine scenes to Mazzocchi, and six scenes and all three intenuedi to
Marazzoli. The length of La Fiera di Farfa (which consumes over eighty-four pages in
its separate manuscript) helps explain the relatively few scenes ascribed to Marazzoli in
the body of the opera. Moreover, the designation of Act 1:6 as an "alternative
intermedio" strengthens its attribution to Marazzoli, who seems to have composed all
three of the other intcrmedi Reiner's suggestion that Marazzoli composed the three
nuermedi coincides with the new scheme. The proposed division also adheres to
Murata's attribution of arias and duets to Mazzocchi In the new distribution of music
suggested above, Marazzoli's lengthy Act II intermedio balances Mazzocchi's
composition of Act III Mazzocchi's scene group, in turn, offsets Marazzoli's concluding
intermedio. This procedure of alternating music between the two composers is
concurrent with subsequent operatic collaborations in Rome
Though the exact division of labor for the 1637 and 1639 versions of Chi soffre
spen may never be precisely known, evidence drawn from payment records, performance
conditions, and the Commedia dell'arte suggests a possible assignment of work in the
opera

Expense records for the 1637 version of the opera indicate that Mazzocchi

composed about two thirds of the opera, and Marazzoli wrote the remaining third
Payment books for the opera's revival, however, imply a somewhat different ratio of
composition, with Mazzocchi appearing to have written most of the music for the opera

The nature of Mazzocchi's and Marazzoli's collaboration may be explained, in
part, by Mazzocchi's considerable experience with treble voices, which suggests that he
wrote the music for these voice types Likewise, Marazzoli's tendency to write for the
tenor voice and his probable portrayal of Zanni in the 1639 performances of Chi soffre
speri, suggest that he wrote the music for scenes featuring Zanni and Covielio. The
common derivation of Zanni, Covielio, and their two sons from the Commedia dell'arte
argues that the same composer, namely Marazzoli, wrote the scenes featuring these
characters Moreover, the use of a passacaglia pattern in a duet attributed to Mazzocchi,
hints that he also wrote the music for the prologue fi"om which the passacaglia derives
These factors shed light on the nature of Mazzocchi's and Marazzoli's collaboration in
(7// soffre spen

CHAPTER 5 CHI SOFFM SPEW AND THE DRAMATIC TRADITIONS OF
ITALY IN THE EARLY SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
The two most important types of staged entertainment performed in Italy during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were opera and the plays of the Commedia
dell 'arte. The Commedia dell 'arte emerged around the middle of the sixteenth century,
and by the dawn of the seventeenth century, troupes flourished in both Italian streets and
courts. Indeed, the first phase of the Commedia dell 'arte (ca 1550-1630) saw the
formation and rise of several itinerant professional troupes, including the Gelosi,
Confidenti, Desiosi, Uniti, Accesi, and Fedeli.'"^ These groups consisted of career
performers (comici) who spread their fame by touring throughout Italy and Europe. A
troupe usually consisted of between ten and twelve players of three different types:
masked comic servants (gli zanni), masked old men (/ vecchi), and unmasked lovers {gli
niamorati) The term mask implies the use of a consistent, recognizable costume and
make-up for the character Typically, a performer assumed the role of one particular
character for the duration of his/her career Many Commedia roles were either invented
or inspired by the specific actors that played them

The mask of Frittellino, for example,

was created by Pier Maria Cecchini, the last leader of the Accesi troupe
The immense popularity of the Ccmimedta dell'arte may explain the transference
of some of its chief components to the baroque operatic stage However, though it is

Robert Erenstein, "The Humour of the Commedia dell'arte,'" in The Commedia
deU'arte from the Renaissance to Dano I-'o, The Italian Origins of European Theatre 6,
ed Christopher Cairns (Lewiston Edwin Mellen Press, 1989), 121
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clear that Chi soffre speri makes use of borrowings from the Commcdia ddVarte^ it is
unclear why the fjjsion of the Commedia dell'arte and opera occurred in Rome in 1637
The Florentine and Mantuan courts also had close links with both early opera and the
Commedia dell'arte. Operatic presentations at these courts normally alternated with
performances by zanni.^"^ In addition, the Duke of Mantua at one time owned the Gelosi
troupe, the first professional theater, making Mantua a center for Mask Comedies
Furthermore, the public presentation of opera in Venice was modeled on the successes of
the Commedia dell 'arte troupes in that city. Given the popularity and influence of the
Commedia dell'arte in northern Italy, would it not seem more probable for the merger of
the Commedia dell'arte and opera to have occurred in one of these northern cities'^'
What were the unique features of Roman culture that made Rome the center for the union
of the ('ommedia dell 'arte and opera'^
It may be suggested that the answer to these questions lies, in part, in the Roman
cultivation of a sub-genre of the Commedia dell'arte, the C(mmiedia ridieolosa

The

ndicolosa was a distinct Roman phenomenon that enjoyed immense popularity in the city

Nino Pirrotta, ^'Comniedia dell'arte and Opera," in Music and Culture in Italy from
the Middle
to the Baroque: A Collection of Essays (Cambridge Har\'ard University
Press, 1984), 353
' K M Lea, Italian Popular ('omedy: A Study in the ('(wmiedia dell'arte. 1560-1620,
with Special Reference to the fjiglish Sta^e (Oxford Clarendon Press, 1934), 1 279
'' The word ndicolosa entered into literary' parlance through its appearance in Aristotle's
Poetics (Jackson Cope, "Bernini and Roman Commedie ridicolose," PMLA 102 [ 1987]
185 n 3)
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and its surrounding territories. The Commedia ridicolosa included the same repertoire of
masks, dialects, brevity, clowning, and bawdy humor as the Commedia dell'arte The
Commedia dell 'arte plays were produced by professional actors who were required to
improvise their parts from an established scenario that roughly outlined the plot of the
play. The scenari were supplemented by lazzi recorded in pocketbooks. The lazzi
included stock dialogues, tricks, and music, particular to each mask, that were adapted
for the performance at hand. The element of improvisation was always maintained. The
Commedie ridicolose may be distinguished from the Commedia dell 'arte, however, in
that their texts were fijlly notated. Indeed, the Commedia ridicolosa is perhaps best
understood as a Commedia dell 'arte play written out for performance by dilettantes
rather than career actors Quite possibly, the Roman ridicolosa emerged from a desire on
the part of learned amateurs to participate in the Commedia traditions of the professional
players
The complete notation of ridicolosa texts may have resulted in a subtle distinction
in content between the ridicolosa and the improvised Commedia dell 'arte. In the
Commedia dell'arte, only one dialect is typically associated with any single mask Zanni,
for example, often speaks in his native Bergamasque, whereas Coviello uses Neapolitan
phrases indicative of his origin The written ridicolosa, however, seems to employ a
wider variety of dialects than the standard Commedia dell'arte play

Vergilio Verucci's

I divers! liii^ua^i^i ("The Diverse Languages"), for example, incorporates Venetian,
Bergamasque, Bolognose, Neapolitan, French, Romanesque, Sicilian, Matriccian,
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Perutian, and Florentine dialects.Verucci drew attention to his accomplishment in the
prologue to his text, where he claims that in the improvised plays of the professionals,
each actor contributed a single language, whereas he used and mastered an assortment of
different dialects."^ Two other textual variances between the ridicolosa and its
improvised counterpart, the Commedia dell'arte play, are the ridicolosa's emphasis on
the female servant and the French Captain.
In the decades before Chi soffre speri, Rome was flooded with ridicolosa texts.
In the early seventeenth century, theatrical texts comprised one third of the total output
of the Dominici printing house in Ronciglione, near Rome, and in other printing houses in
the Viterbo." ' Of the one third, nearly seventy-five percent represented texts by authors
of Commedie ridicolose

Though the products of learned amateurs, the market for

ridicolosa texts extended to all facets of Roman society Texts were sold in the streets
and in shops of the bookseller-printers They became a symbol of Roman culture and
were often reissued and reprinted in the tens of thousands

Though publishing spread

Lea, 1.217
' Luciano Mariti, Commedia ridicolosa: Comict di professioiie: Dileliauti: Ediloria
teatrale iiel seiceiilo: Storia e tcsti (Rome Bulzoni Editore, 1978), 110, quoted in Cope,
"Bernini," 178
''"Cope, ••Bernini," 179-80
" ' Ibid , 180. citing Mariti xliv-liv and Dennis E Rhodes, La stampa a I'lierho, 'NHH
/,SY^O (Florence Olschki, 1963)
Cope, ••Bernini," 180
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the popularity of ridicolosc north to Venice and Bologna, the genre retained its particular
Roman stamp
The Roman Carnival occasioned the staging of both Chi soffre spcri and
Cornmcdie ridicolose. In addition, performances by itinerant Commedia dell'arte troupes
peaked during the Carnival season. Roman Carnival entertainments typically featured
these productions alongside the maskings performed by Don Taddeo's pages.Possibly
all of these endeavors were sponsored and promoted by members of the Barberini family
In addition, the Roman academies, some of which were supported by Cardinals Francesco
and Antonio Barberini, were at the height of their influence during the pontificate of
Urban VIII. These establishments attracted scholars, scientists, professional writers, and
numerous talented dilettante actors and writers

In fact, Rospigliosi, the librettist of Chi

soffre speri, was an active member of the Delosi Academy. It may be suggested that this
artistic environment fostered the development of the Roman Commedut ridicolosa
Two active participants in this movement were Vergilio Verucci and Giovanni
Briccio, who were among the most prolific writers of ridicolosa texts Verucci, a lawyer

•' Mariti. xiii. quoted in Cope, "Bernini," 185 n 3
• The term niascheraic (maskings) could denote merely the wearing of masks, though in
some instances mascherates were organized court spectacles The Barberini papers often
equated the term with giosira (joust) For the Carnival season, Don Taddeo's pages
would be costumed and sent out on horseback or in a carriage for the masking Their
dancing talents were often utilized in both the mascherate and operas presented by the
Barberini family for the Roman Carnival Extant Barberini documents record that
were performed in 1626-28, 1630, 1632-34, 1637-38, and 1641-42
(Frederick Hammond, "More on Music in Casa Barberini," Studi mi/sicali 14 [ 1985]
257-59)
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who became the governor of Foligno, acted Pantalone in his own and others' amateur
productions.'

Ridicolosa texts by Verucci include La Porzia e la spada fatalc ("Porzia

and the Deadly Sword"), Pulcinella anmnte di Colomhina ("Pulcinella Lover of
Colombina"), and La moglie superha ("The Grand Wife"). Giovanni Briccio seems to
have had a more pronounced theatrical talent than Verucci."' Briccio was a painter,
playwright, actor, and author of numerous ridicolosa texts. In Pelliccia sen>o sciocco
overo la Rosmini ("The Foolish Fur Servant or Rosmira," pub. posth. 1676), a bucolic
play derived from IIpastorfido, Briccio developed the clownish and popular elements of
the servants.'™ In 1 difettosi ("The Flaws"), Briccio gave each character a comic physical
defect, while in La Tartaruca, he introduced a pedant who uses obscure Italian words
with unusual meanings.''' Other ridicolosa texts by Briccio include La dispettosa moglic
("The Spiteful Wife"), Pantalone imherionao, and L 'Ostaria di Velletri overo la zitella
malinconica ("Ostaria of Velletri or The Unhappy Maid"), erroneously attributed to
A Tomasini Comniedic ridicolose were also written by Paolo Varaldo, Francesco
Righelli, Lucio Livio, Silvano Floridi, Francesco Miedelchini, G. B Salvati (II tesoro,
"The Treasure"), and Basilio Locatelli {Li sei ritrovati)

Cope, "Bernini," 178
" • Franca Angelini, "Ridicolosa," I-Jiaclopedia dcllo spettacolo 8, dir Silvio D'Aniico
(Rome G C Sansoni, 1961), col 968
•-Ibid
I b i d , col 969
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An important contributor to almost ever\' aspect of Italian Baroque an, including
du soffre spun and the Comniedie riJicolose, was Gianlorenzo Bernini Bernini was a
prolific playwright who wrote as many as twenty plays that he performed at his house, at
his own expense, for the enjoyment of a small coterie audience Bernini's theatrical
versatility is evinced in an oft-quoted diary entry of John Evelyn, who in the course of
describing St. Peter's wrote.
The Cavaliero Bernini
gave a Publique opera (for so they call those
shews of that kind). . , wherein he painted the scenes, cut the Statues,
invented the engines, composed the Musique, writ [.v/c] the Comedy, and
built the Theatre (19 November 1644)
Besides writing and staging plays, Bernini performed many Commcdia roles and
instructed other actors In I 'Ha di (jicin Lorenzo Bcniini, Filippo Baldinucci wrote that
Bernini coached his actors by demonstrating all of the parts himself"''
Though often written for the Roman Carnival, as were both versions of Chi soffre
span, Bernini's plays were opposite in spirit to the court spectacles presented by the
Barberini family

His productions involved little machinery and little financial expense

Bernini boasted that a typical performance cost him a mere ire haiocchi

Early

"• Dian,'. 19 November 1644, John E v e l y n , e d E S DeBeer (Oxford Oxford
University Press, 1955), 2 261, quoted in Cope, "Bernini," 181
Filippo Baldinucci. 77ie Life of Bernini, trans Catherine Enggass (University Park
Penn State University Press, 1966), 83 For the original Italian, see Filippo Baldinucci,
I'lici i/i (iian Lorenzo Bernini (Milan Edizioni del milione, 1948), 149-50
• • The Roman monetan,' system was based on the scudo and its hundredth part, the
haiocco One scudo was equal to ten ^iiilr a silver coin commonly called a paolo
(Lorenzo Bianconi and Thomas Walker, "Production, Consumption and Political
Function of Se\'enteenth-Centur\' Opera," Lxirly Music History 4 [ 1984) 282) Bernini's
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accounts of his plays tend to emphasize his use of topical satire, rather than the
employment of elaborate stage machinery and scenic effects.

Bernini's close

relationship with Urban VIII gave him licence to criticize even the most important and
powerful people in Rome, including the Barberinis. The satirical nature of Michelangelo
Buonarotti the Younger's play, La fiera (1619), upon which the 1639 intermedio for Chi
soffre speri may be based, possibly influenced Bernini's decision to be associated with the
revised version of the opera.
Despite his dramatic abilities, until recently, research on Bernini has not concerned
itself with his theatrical acumen With Cesare d'Onofrio's publication of one of Bernini's
plays, however, scholars have begun to devote more attention to Bernini's contribution to
and relationship with the theater D'Onofrio found the play, in the hand of Bernini's
secretary, preserved in a collection of Bernini material at the Bibliotheque Nationale in
Paris (MS Ital 2084)

Bernini's play, which is known both as Foniaiia Ji Trevi and

ire haiocchi productions cost a slight fraction of the expense of a Barberini opera with
(7// so/frc spun (1639) costing over 3,600 scudi to produce
In a letter dated 7 February 1635 concerning the Carnival of that year, the lavv7erabbot Giuseppe Zongo Hondedei wrote to his cousin, Camillo Giordani, that Bernini's
play bore "points of semblance with that which is happening today" (Alfredo Saviotti,
"Feste e spettacoli nel seicento," (jionialc slortco Jclla Icttcratura ilaliami 41 [1903]
70, quoted in Simon Carfagno, ""The Life and Dramatic Music of Stefano Landi with a
Transliteration and Orchestration of the Opera Scinl ' AICSSKT [Ph D diss, University of
California at Los Angeles, I960], 125) Saviotti was the first to bring the Berninian
comedy of 1635 to light
•' On account of an anti-Spanish sentiment in Act 11 2, D'Onofrio dates the play from the
pontificate of Urban \'1II. as il is unlikely that such a slur would be made during the
papacv of the Hispanophile Innocent X D'Onofrio hypothesizes that the play was
intended for the Roman Carnival fesiivities of 1644 The play is contained in an account
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The Impresario, was completely notated in the spirit of the Roman Commedia ridicolosa,
though, in all likelihood, it was not intended for publication, and was left incomplete,
unperformed, and untitled. Like ridicohsa texts, Bernini makes use of numerous
Commedia dell 'arte masks, dialects, scenarios and witticisms, even though in most cases
he does not fulfill the expectations associated with his borrowings.''^
Seemingly, the Roman production, printing, and performance of ridicolosa texts
facilitated the merger of the Commedia dell'arte traditions with opera in Rome in 1637
The Roman cultivation of ridicolosa texts flourished at the time of the 1637 and 1639
performances of Chi soffre speri. Moreover, the likelihood of a transference of
ridicolosa characteristics to Barberini opera seems probable considering the family's
sponsorship of both Carnival entertainments and Roman academies, which may have
fostered the production of ridicolose. Finally, one of the opera's key contributors,
Bernini, was also involved in the writing, acting, and staging of Commedie ridicolose

ledger entitled "Fontana di Trevi MDCXLII," and for this reason D'Onofrio dubbed the
untitled play T'oniana di Trevi For a comprehensive discussion of Fontana di Trevi, see
D'Onofrio's edition and commentary in Gianlorenzo Bernini, T'oniana di Trevi:
Commedia iiiedila, ed Cesare D'Onofrio (Rome Staderini, 1963) Donald Beecher and
Massimo Ciavolella have completed an English translation, with analysis, under the title.
The Impresario {(.liiiilled) (Ottawa Dovehouse Editions, 1985) See also Irving Lavin,
Ber/imi and ihe I huty of the I 'isiial Arts (New York Oxford University Press, 1980), 152
n 18, Irv'ing Lavin, review of Bernini, Foniana di Trevi: Commedia inedila, ed
D'Onofrio An Biilleliii 46 (1964) 568-72, and Donald Beecher, "Gianlorenzo Bernini's
The Impresario The Artist as Supreme Trickster," Ihiiversity of Toronto Quarterly 53
(1984) 236-47
Beecher, 242
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The ridicolose appear to have influenced Chi soffre spcri in several distinct ways
First, the ridicoloses emphasis on the female servant is retained in the Lucinda subplot of
Chi soffre spcri. Lucinda is given expressive musical treatment that includes an aria or
solo scene in each of the opera's three acts. The complications of the female subplot
were not borrowed from Boccaccio's tale, but seem to reflect the influence of Roman
Convnedie ridicolose. In addition, a wide variety of dialects is found in the 1639 Act II
intermedia. La Fiera di Far/a. The intermedia includes Venetian, Roman, Neapolitan,
and Bergamasque, a combination that mirrors the preponderance of dialects found in
ridicoiosa texts such as Verucci's / diversi hngiiaggi. Bernini, whose participation in the
intermedia is confirmed by payment records, was noted for his knowledge of dialects
As Baldinucci reports, Bernini "played all parts admirably, serious and ridiculous alike,
and in all dialects which had been presented on stage to his times

Bernini's

familiarity with dialects suggests that he encouraged their extensive use in the intenvedio
In any event, he probably coached the performers in their rendering of them
Yet another connection between Chi soffre spcri and Roman ridicolose is the
similarity in the acting experience of the performers portraying the Commedui dell'arte

The bill for the expenses for the fair scene was signed by Bernini on 9 April 1639
(Frederick Hammond, "Bernini and the 'Fiera di Farfa'," in (liaiilorenzo Berni/ii: Not
Aspccis of Ihs An and 'I'hou^ht. A Commemorative Volume, ed Irving Lavin
[University Park Penn State University Press, 1985], 119)
^•'Baldinucci, I'lia, 149-50, quoted in Jackson Cope, Jhe [heater and the Dream: From
Metaphor to I-arm m Renaissance Drama (Baltimore Johns Hopkins University Press,
1973), 116
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roles. Roman Cotmuedie ridicolose were performed and written by literary dilettantes
who lacked the extensive dramatic skill found in the career players of the Conimedia
dell 'arte troupes. Similarly, the Commedia dell 'arte characters in Chi soffre speri were
portrayed by singers, rather than full-time Commedia dell'arte players. In fact, as noted
in Chapter 4, Marazzoli himself appears to have portrayed Zanni in the 1639 production
of the opera. The professional chapel singer, Giuseppe Bianchi, also is listed in the
expense records for Chi soffre speri.

The singer who portrayed the character of

Coviello is mentioned only as "Coviello," though the performer was probably not a
member of a professional Conimedia troupe

Significantly, the use of these

nonprofessional actors was retained in Chi soffre speri despite the presence of
professional Commedia players in Rome at the time.'"'^
As we have seen, the popularity and character of Roman Commedie ridicolose
may have contributed to the fusion of the Commedia dell'arte and opera found in Chi
soffre speri The improvised traditions of the Commedia dell'arte were not immediately

" ' BAV, .AB, CFB, gius. 3315, fol 44 (a shoemaker's bill), Frederick Hammond, Music
and Spectacle in Baroque Rome: Barherini Patronage under Urban VIll (New Haven
Yale University Press, 1994), 228, 335 n 108
Margaret Murata, Operas for the Papal Court, 16SI-166H (Ann Arbor UN41 Research
Press, 1981), 258 Frederick Hammond suggests that "Coviello" was a member of a
Commedia dell'arte troupe, and notes that he was paid the handsome sum of 25 scudi
(BAV, AB, CFB, gius 3315, fols 88-89r, Hammond, "Bernini and the 'Fiera di Farfa','"
1 19, 125 n 20)
Murata, Operas, 32 and n 62
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suitable for elaborate operatic productions, which necessitated a written score to
coordinate the singers, the instrumentalists, the dancers, and the stage effects. The
transference of the Cummedia Jell'arte conventions to the operatic stage required an
intermediary to bridge the gap between the improvised tradition of the former
entertainment, and the written style of the latter. Roman ridicolose fulfilled this function
by capturing, in print, the oral traditions of the Comniedia dell'arte. Roman ridicolose
thus successfijlly created a written tradition from an improvised one, while retaining the
widespread appeal of the original model. Fully notated Commedia ridicolosa texts,
which flourished in Rome for at least thirty years prior to the first Chi soffre speri,
prepared audiences for the nonimprovised operatic portrayal of masked Commedia
characters This change in aesthetic, from improvisation to predetermined texts, was
necessitated by the use of nonprofessional actors in both opera and ndicolosa plays
Operatic singers and Commedia ndicolosa actors were not the career performers uf ilie
Commedia dell'arle, and thus they required a fiilly printed text to follow
In addition, the impact of Roman ridicolose on Chi soffre speri may have
extended from the verbal input of one of the revised opera's key contributors,
Gianlorenzo Bernini, who is known to have written at least one ndicolosa text

His

participation in the 1639 version of Chi soffre spen represents the only documented
evidence of his involvement in any of the Barberini operas commissioned during the reign
of Urban \'II1

It mav be suggested that as a skilled (though nonprofessional) actor and

playwright. Bernini epitomized the essential qualities of the (\)mmedici ndicolosa
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Though he only received financial payment for designing the scenes for La Fiem di
Far/a, Bernini may have been compensated with nonmonetary gifts, such as silver, for
other contributions he made, in accordance with contemporary Roman payment
practices.''"' Given Bernini's prestige and authority on virtually all matters pertaining to
Italian Baroque art, it seems hard to imagine that he did not share his theatrical
experience and ideas with his fellow contributors to Chi soffre spen. Indeed, the key to
understanding why the Commcdia deH'arte and opera merged when and where they did,
may in fact lie in the hands of Bernini

Bianconi and Walker, 217 and n 23
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CONCLUSIONS
As has been known for some time, Chi soffre spen evolved in the context of the
festive Roman Carnivals of 1637 and 1639 Unlike other Barberini Carnival operas, the
work includes extensive material for a number of comic characters derived from the
Commcdui dell 'arte. In Chi soffre speri, the world of the Comniedia dell 'arte, with its
masks, disguises, subplots, and fast comic dialogues, merges with operatic style to create
what has been appropriately characterized as tragicomedy Musically, Cht soffre spen
consists, for the most part, of fast-paced, pattering recitative that is occasionally
enlivened by more expressive arias and duets, as well as popular songs and comic
episodes in the tradition of the Commediu dell 'arte The Commedta dell 'arte borrowings
appear to have been added to increase the musical and textual interest of the opera
Several new insights have emerged from our study of the opera The composition
of/.a l-'iera di I-'arfa for the 1639 production seems to have been sparked, in large part,
by the completion of a new theater at the Palazzo Barberini The finished theater
symbolized the cardinals' political power and attainment, and its completion marked the
culmination of an ambitious building program at the Palazzo Barberini By this means,
the Barberinis attempted to surpass the example set by their Medici and Farnese
counterparts, who started the tradition of spectacular courtly opera
Our study also suggests a revised interpretation of the collaboration between
Mazzocchi and Marazzoli

Kast's discover,' of payment records for the 1637 production

of the opera reseals that Mazzocchi wrote about two thirds of the opera, and Marazzoli

the remaining third. Murata uses firmly attributable segments of the opera to formulate a
proposed division of labor that takes Kast's 2:1 finding into account. Expense records
for the 1639 version of Chi soffre spcri seem to indicate that Mazzocchi was responsible
for training the singers and writing the majority of the opera. Mazzocchi appears to have
been particularly well versed at writing for the soprano voice. For this reason, it has been
suggested that he wrote most of the music for the soprano roles in Chi soffre spen.
Marazzoli, on the other hand, was adept at composing for the tenor voice This
proclivity, coupled with his likely portrayal ofZanni in the 1639 version of the opera,
suggests that he wrote the music for scenes featuring Zanni and Coviello, both of whom
were tenors The likelihood that this supposition is correct is strengthened by the
common derivation of Zanni and Coviello from the Commcdia dcll'arte stage. And
similar reasoning suggests that the same composer (Marazzoli) wrote the music for
scenes featuring their two sons, Frittellino and Colillo
Finally, the study of Roman dramatic traditions has suggested a new explanation
for the vexing question, why did opera of this type appear when and where it did"^ It has
been suggested that Roman Commedic ndtcolose formed the bridge between the
improvised style of the i 'oni/nedui dell 'arte and the texted tradition of opera The
distinctively Roman cultivation o'l ndtcolose distinguishes Rome from the other Italian
cities where ('oDimedici dell'arte performances were popular

And Cht soffre spen's

probable performance by nonprofessional actors, a defining feature of the Commedia
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nciicolosa, seems to strengthen the assertion that nciicolose created the context for the
fusion of the CommeJia dell'anc and opera.
Scholarly interest in the field of early Roman opera appears to be steadily
increasing. The publication of two series of facsimiles, entitled Italian Opera, 1640-1770
and Italian Opera Librettos: 1640-1770, has facilitated a closer musical and textual
examination of many early operas, including a few of the Barberini productions
Moreover, the discovery of new documentary evidence—for example, Paul Kast's finding
of the 1637 expenses for Chi soffre speri, which confirmed Marazzoli's participation and
shed light on the division of labor between the two composers in the first version of the
opera—has gradually resolved some of the enigmas of early opera In addition, Frederick
Hammond has provided a historical and artistic context for Barberini operatic productions
by relating them to the family's overall artistic program, which involved visual arts,
sculpture, architecture, and music
The examination of the factors leading up to the composition of La Ficra Ji I-'arfa
adds to the scholarly inquiry' into the artistic patronage of the Barberini family The
subsequent investigation of the relationship between opera and the Coniniedia dell'arte
sub-genre, the immensely popular Roman Coniniedic ndicolose, seems to fill a void in the
literature on early Roman opera The intermediaiy function of the ndicolosa vis-a-vis
('hi soffre spen and tlie Conimedia dell'arte helps explain why these genres merged in
Rome in the late 1630s

The preceeding obserx'ations thus shed new light upon the

1 19

dramatic and historical conditions affecting the creation of one of the earliest examples of
Commedia del!'arte and opera.
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